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upon his. return, will be able to give
complete details of the killing.ALIEN LAND ACT
CONFORMS TO
AMERICANS CAVE
.ASSISTANCE TO
SHERIFF HELPED
TO WORK THE
"GAME"
WEDDING ENDS I
TRAGEDY AT
SAN JOSE
HENWOOD'S SECOND TRIAL.
Denver, Colo., May 12. The case of
Harold P.. Henwood, which attracted
countrywide attention two years ago,
was called in the W est side criminal
court iouay for its second trial. On
the night of. May 24, 1911, Henwood,
who was the Denver agent for an
eastern glass company, engaged in a
quarrel with "Tony" von Phul, a web
known aeronaut, in the barroom of
the Brown Palace hotel. The quar OFFICIAL AT SPRINGFIELD TRIED
TO COERCE LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR O'HARA
CALLED UPON KIS FRIEND
TOLD HIM TO TELL OFFICIAL HE
MUST CALL OFF INVESTIGA- -
TION OF VICE
NO FEAR WAS AROUSED
INSTEAD THE CAMPAIGN TO BEAR
IMMORAL PRACTICES WAS
. MADE MORE VIGOROUS
Chicago, May 12. When the state
senate committee investigating ,an al-
legation of immorality against Lieu-
tenant ' Governor Barratt O'Hara re- -
turned its hearing today, William L.
O'Connell, treasurer of Cook county,
took the witness stand.
O'Connell's testimony was confir-
matory of that given by the Lieuten-
ant governor on Sunday. It was4
through the former that O'Hara re- -
ceived his first definite information' iect informally, today took the posi-o- f
the Maud Robinson affidavit. n that the Webb bill would not
Connell said that he was visited by; violate the treaty between Japan and
Richard M. Sullivan, a deputy sheriff the United States. He intimated tnat
of Springfield, 111., with information Japan's protest was not founded on
of the existence of the affidavit. a , claim that there was an effort to
In effect Sullivan warned O'Connell; discriminate against Japanese on the
that unless O'Hara curbed the vice ground of their alleged ineligibility to
investigation at Springfield the affi-- j citizenship.
RAILROAD TELEGRAPHERS MEET
Baltimore, Md., Vlay 12. The an-
nual convention of the Order of Rail-
road Telegraphers met in thi3 city
today and wag called to order by Pres
ident H. B. Pernain of Chicago. The
convention' is attended by delegates
representing all the principal railroad
systems of the United Stales, Canada
and Mexico.
WILL EXTRADITE WERDEN.
Winnipeg, Man., May 12. The Man-
itoba government decided last night
to use every means to extradite Al-
fred Leo Werden, who is under arrest
at El Paso, Texas, charged with ob-
taining $7,000 by false pretenses from
farmers and stockmen in Brandon,
A government officer will leave
for Texas today.
NO RATE DECISION.
Washington, Alay 12. The supreme
court recessed today until May 26'
without announcing decisions in the
state rate or other important cases
before it. It y understood an at-
tempt would be made to Uecide all
before final adjournment for the sum-
mer on June 9.
GRAND JURY GOT EM.
Colorado Springs, Colo., May 12.
E. K. Robiuett, attorney; Frank Col-
lins, commission merchant; C. N. Cox,
secretary of the civil service commis-
sion and Mrs. L. Troxell, rooming
house keeper, were today arrested
on capiases as the result of indict-
ments found by the grand jury, which
adjourned Saturday night.
Robinett is charged on three counts
with attempting to influence the se-
lection of jurors and reports on liti-
gation; Collins and Cox are charged
with gambling on four counts each
and Mrs. Troxell with keeping a lewd
house. Each furnished bond in the
sum of J.'OO.
COMMITS DOUBLE CRIME.
Fort Lnpton; Colo., May 12. Wil-
liam Damann, a farmer living on a
ranch three miles southwest of here,
today shot and probably fatally
wounded his wife and then committed
suicide. Mrs. Damann had had her
husband arrested on a charge of beat-
ing her.
STRIKERS SET FIRE
TO CARS IN STREETS
CINCINNATI IS THE SCENE TO-
DAY OF VIOLENT TRACTION
WALKOUT
Cincinnati, May 12. One car burn-
ed, five deserted and two standing on
the streets in the downtown section
and the crews of these six cars either
beaten or forced to run to cover, Is
the total result of an effort made to-
day by the Cincinnati Traction com-
pany to operate cars on its lines.
Men In a wagon driving alongside
an Avondale line car, threw gasoline
over it and then put a match to it.
The crew, numbering 10 men, de-
serted and were pursued by a crowd,
but managed to escape.
A combined assault was made on
sther cars by a crowd of strikers or
their sympathizers, and several of the
crew were roughly handled. The oth-
ers hastily departed, leaving the cars.
The traction company announced
that it would continue to make at-
tempts to operate the cars, and furth-
er trouble is feared.
WILL DEDICATE THE
OLD TRAIL IM1E1S
MISSOURI D. A, R. WILL CONDUCT
LONG AUTOMOBILE TRIP FOR
THAT PURPOSE
Kansas City, Mo., May 12. The de-
dication of 29 memorial markers on
the Santa Fe trail between Kansas
City and New Franklin, Mo., will be-
gin Thursday, according to plans com-
pleted today. The. Old Trail commit-
tee of tbo Kansaa City chapter of the
D. A. R. wT4 conduct the ceremonies
on a 150-mll- motor trip.
The work nf dedication will end
Saturday at w Franklin, wnen Gov-
ernor Major V:U assist m the
.,
CHANGES WILL
BE m
PRESIDENT BELIEVES SENATE
WILL SWALLOW THE ENTIRE
TARIFF BILL
FINANCE COMMITTEE HAS IT
INVESTIGATION WILL BE COM-
PLETE; MAY REQUIRE SEVER-
AL WEEKS' TIME
HEARINGS NOT TO BE PUBLIC
REPUBLICANS DISAGREE UPON
PENROSE AMENDMENT FOR
PUBLICITY
Washington, May. 12 The tariff
revision fight, shifted from the house,
will be renewed in the senate tomor-
row when the Underwood hill conies
up for reference to the finance com-
mittee. The senate was not In ses-
sion today.
The house toray met to dispose of
what some party leaders refer to as
"chicken feed" with the announced
purpose of adjourning almost immedi-
ately for three days, a beginning of
regular adjournments for similar per-
iods until the first week of June.
President Wilson does not expect
that the tariff bill will be amended
in any important particular. He has
not suggested that any schedule be
reopened; has not been informed that
the senate contemplates changing the
work of the house, and is confident
that the measure will pass the senate,
So (;er;:,in is h" that ouclr Ui fciid is
in sight, that he probably will make
known informally his views 'on cur.
rency this week.
The president expressed those views
today, but did not express himself as
to, whether there should he public
hearings in the finance committee.
The house was in session only a
few minutes. Even minor legislation
failed to materialize, and the series
of three days' adjournmen was be-
gun. The house will meet next Thurs-
day and thereafter on Monday and
Thursdays until the first week of
June. Many members hare gone home
with an understanding between the
leaders of the parties that no legisla-
tion involving any disputed points
shall be brought up in the meantime.
In the senate some republican .op-
position has developed to the Penrose
amendment to force public hearings
by the finance committee. This de-
velopment indicates that the demo-
cratic plan of no hearings will be
caried out, although reference of the
bill may be delayed while the republi-
can leaders debate the Penrose
amendment for several days, begin-
ning tomorrow.
of the finance com-
mittee and Chairman Simmons con-
tinued consideration today of protests
and briefs to the Underwood schedules
filed by varied interests.
HAS A HARD TIE '
tEUEHBERING DATES
WITNESS AGAINST JACK JOHN-
SON TESTIFIES HE BROUGHT
HER TO CHICAGO.
Chicago, May 12.
of Belle Schreiber, chief wit-
ness against the negro prize fighter,
Jack Johnson, charged with violation
of the Mann white slave act, was re-
sumed in Federal. Judge Carpenter's
court here today.
Attorney Bacharach, representing
the defendant, had much difficulty In
trying to get the witness to fix dates.
She was certain about only one, that
one being October 15, 1910, when the
pugilist is alleged to have brought
her from Pittsburg to Chicago, for
Immoral purposes.
GOODBYE, COLONEL HOUSE.
Washington, May 12. Colonel E.
M. House of Austin, Texas, Intimate
friend and adviser, of President Wil-
son, said goodbye to the president to-
day as he will sail In a few days for
a long sojourn in Europe.
TREATY
PRESIDENT WILSON SAYS IT
DOES NOT VIOLATE INTER-
NATIONAL AGREEMENT.
WISHES IT DELAYED, HOWtVER
DESIRES THAT GOVERNOR JOHN-
SON VETO THE CALIFORNIA
MEASURE AT ONCE.
WILL ALLOW ADJUSTMENTS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE BELIEVES JAP-
ANESE CAN BE MOLLIFIED
QUITE EASILY.
Washington , May 12. Presient
Wilson believes negotiations between
Japan and the United Stales over the
alien land legislation in California are
not in an alarming stage, but that tne
interchange of views thus far has
been along frauk and friendly lines
calculated to, remove the appearance
of discrimination against Japanese
subjects. I '
The president, discussing the sub1- -
The president revealed that the
question of m Jraiizatiou had not yet
entered1 the ti;ftjsiii ' with the Jap-
anese ambassador, but that, of course,
underlying the bill, It was realized
that the federal courts had not final-
ly passed oh the question of eligibil-
ity.
It was upon the basis that the Jap-
anese were not accorded the privi-
leges of citizenship that the appear-
ance of discrimination written In the
bill had arisen, and it was intimated
at the White House that, for the pres-
ent, the hope was that the legislation
In California either would be vetoed
by Governor Johnson or delayed by
a referendum to permit smoothing
over some of the features of the sit-
uation.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, May 12. Senate: Not
in session; meets 2 p. m. Tuesday.
Territories committees resumed its
hearing on Alaskan problems, ques-- ,
tion of coal development being taken
up.
House: Met and adjourned four
minutes later until noon Thursday
without transacting any business.
MAY DAYS OF
PREPARATION
It doesn't much matter what
your plans for June, July, or
August are, but you must agree
that 'your comfort during those
months will be greater if in the
pleasant month of May you '
take advantage of all of the
opportunities offered for prepa-
ration.
Last-minut- e shopping is dis-
tressing and unsatisfactory.
The weather is warm, the
streets and shops are crowded,
and the stocks are not nearly
as fresh and attractive as they
are now. Therefore be fore-
handed and "let your head save
your heels."
Plan your summer outfit now,
no matter how small or how
extensive it may be; and not
only plan it but get it. You will
have a lot more fun later on if
you have provided yourself
with what you need in apparel
and sporting goods before the
season Is in full swing.
If you have any doubt about
what you want look at the ad- - ,
vertisements in THE OPTIC and
other good newspapers and you
will find plenty of suggestions.
1EBELS
GOVERNMENT ARRESTS ALLEGED
SMUGGLERS AT NOGALES,
ARIZONA
'GOT AWAY WITH THE STUNT
IT IS BELIEVED THEY SUCCEED-
ED IN GETTING MUCH AMMU-
NITION
"
ACROSS
CITY MARSHAL ACCUSES
TWO SOLDIEHS AND A BARTEN-
DER MADE Ur THE QUAR,
TfcTTE, IT IS SAID
Nogaies, Ariz., May 11 Cal Wright,
city marshal of this town, Jack Wil-
son, a bartender, and two privato
United States
.soldiers, were arrested
here early today by military authori-
ties. A plot is charged in which, it
was the alleged plan to steal ammuni
tion from the cavalry camp and' tha
railway warehouse here for the pur
pose of selling it to the insurgent
Sonora state troops.
However, a shipment of 123,000 cart
ridges is reported smuggled over tha
line near here during last night iu
six automobiles.
It also is said that the remaining;
parts, of an aeroplane completing the
portions secured last week at Negates,
Sonora, were slipped through the bor-
der patroL Aviator Didier Masson,
and his mechanic, who, on receipt of
some aeroplane parts on Saturday,
protended to leave for the south, re-
appeared in the Mexican town and de-
parted on a special train which came
from the east early today, and pro- -
ceeded to the insurgent front above-
Guaymas after receiving the supposed
shipments of ammunition and- - flying
machine parts.
The federals from Guaymas this
morning found themselves surroundert
at Batamocal, the first station on the
Southern Pacific north of the Guay-
mas and Erapalme gulf ports. Con-
fronting them from the north were
the state troops which last week wou
in three days' desperate fighting,
which forced the Huerta soldiers back
toward the gulf. From the federal
rear the constitutionalists of Colonel
Benjamin Hill have cut off retreat
It is reported that there is little wa
ter and food at Batamocal. Only 209
federal soldiers were left at Guaymas,
while Hill's men are said to have re
taken Empalme.
Among nearly 500 dead bodies found
on the field above Guaymas were iden-
tified today, the bodies of Lieutenant
Colonel Reyes and Villasenor of tho
federals and Major Cota, of the state.
A large group of panic-stricke- n fed-
eral today tied toward Guayma'3,
many abandoning their arms.
Recognition not in Sight
Washington, May 21. Don A. Ala-gar- a
de la Tereros, charge d'affaires
of the Mexican embassy, called on
Secretary Bryan today, but would not
state that any assiyancea had been
'
given or prospects set forth of recog-
nition by the I'nited States of the
Huerta government.
Battle Expected at Matamoras.
Brownsville, Texn May 12. Consti-
tutionalists were in sight of Mat-mora- s,
the Mexican town opposita
here, ibout noon today. They out-
numbered the federal defenders of
Matimoros, who, behind entrench-meat- s
and with four machina guns,,
pvepared to fight. .
TO ELECT COADJUTOR BISHOP"
Dallas, Tex., May 12. A blsIiox ct
adjutor to assist Bishop A. C. Carrettt
is to be selected- - at the meeting now:
being held here by the diocesan coun-
cil of the Episcopal d'oetse c.f .
The meeting was opened ti-- i:
Ing. with religions services ! i ' '
thew's cathedral.
St. Louis Mo ,r n r
of dlp "'.if - j e ar i 0 i i
In attend tin fnit' ,
i f lit
.1,. Tl t M ' ' 1 '
HI) i i ,t l V
GABRIEL GALLEGOS IS SHOT AND
INSTANTLY KILLED BY
RAMON GARCIA.
WAS SON OF THE SHERIFF
VICTIM OF THE SHOOTING MAN-
AGED GALLEGOS STORE IN
THE LITTLE VILLAGE.
MAY HAVE BEEN ACCIDENT
DISTRICT ATTORNEY SENDS
DEPUTY TO MAKE RIGID
INVESTIGATION.
While walking out of the paris'i
church 'at Santa Rosa, where he had
just witnessed the ceremony which
united in marriage Manuel Segura
and Carlota Martinez, Gabriel Gaila- -
gos, son of Sheriff Roman Galleg03
of San Miguel county, was shot this
morning and instantlv killed i,v Ram.
'on Garcia,
It is not known whether the killing
was premeditated or even intentional,
as it is stated it may have been due
to the carelessness of Garcia in hand-
ling his revolver while firing a sa'ivo
in honor of the bride and groum. Dep-
uty District Attorney Chester' Hun-
ker left this afternoon on train No.
1 for San Jose where he will make a
rigid investigation of the tragedy.
Mr. Hunker will order a coroner's in-
quest, and if that results in Garcia
being held responsible for the killing
of Gallegos, the deputy district at-
torney will have the man arraigned
before the justice of the peace in the
village for a preliminary hearing.
Sheriff Gallegos left this morning
for San Jose, a small town several
miles south of this city, immediately
upon being Informed of the killing,
which occurred about 9 o'clock. The
sheriff was in bad condition to under-
take the journey, having been painful-
ly injured last night when his buggy
was upset on the hills west of town
when the official was returning from
the forest fire. He
.
was greatly
shocked by the news of the tragedy,
which came by telephone.
Details of the killing of young Gal-
legos are lacking. According to the
story told over the telephone by a
highly excited official of San Jose,
the wedding party, surrounded by a
number of friends, had hardly
emerged from the church when the
noise of revolver firing was heard.
Ramon Garcia was seen upon the
street in front of the church brandish-
ing a large revolver. As young Gal-
legos approached, Garcia fired again
and Gallegos fell to the ground. His
frien-i- s rushed i him, but it was
found that deati had 'je?'i instantan-
eous.
Garcia immediately was arrested by
a deputy sheriff and. placed in the
house of one of tie citizens, which
will be used ss a temporary jail. A
guard of constables constantly is cn
guard at the house and there is lit-
tle danger of Garcia's escape. The
slayer refused to any account 'f
his actions, it is stated. The people
of San Jose are equaUy divided ns
to whether the killing was accidental
or .intentional. However, whichever
it was, District Attorney Ward says
Garcia will be prosecuted to the limit,
as such careless handling of a deadly
weapon in a settlement as to cause
the death of a human being is an of-
fense which Is deserving of bitter
atonement.
Sheriff Gallegos is Inclined to be-
lieve that the shooting was Intention-
al. He said before leaving for San
Jose that Garcia has a bad reputa-
tions being frequently mixed up in
brawls and gunplays. ,
The victim of the tragedy was 28
years of age. He leaves a wife and
three children. For several years ho
has been one of the mainstays of
Sheriff Gallegos, giving great assist-
ance id the management of tlia Gal-
legos store at San Jose. The dead
man was an adopted son of the sher-
iff, having been reared to manhood
by Mr. Gallegos. It is expected that
Deputy District Attorney Hunker,
rel is said to have been over the wife
of a Denver banker. At the height
of the altercation Henwood opened
fire with a revolver, killing von Phul
and George E. Copeland, a mining
man of Victor, and seriously wound-
ing J. W. Atkinson, of Colorado
Springs. Copeland and Atkinson were
innocent bystanders. Henwood was
tried for killing Copeland and con-
victed of second decree murder. After
that he secured the dismissal of the
case involving the killing of von
Phul because he had not been brought
to trial within the time prescribed by
tlie statutes. The supreme court
granted him a new trial on the charge
en which he nad aiready been con-
victed and he Is now to be tried for
the second time for the Ccpeland kill-
ing.
INVESTIGATING FRUIT COMPANY.
Washington, May, 12. A federal
anti-tru- suit against the United
Fruit company was discussed at the
department of justice today at a con-
ference between James A. Fowler; as-
sistant to the attorney general; Wil-
liam S. Gregg, special assistant, and
John D. Stanchfield and F. B. Wilson,
attorneys for the company. The rep- -
resentatives of the company defended
lt against charges of violation of the
Sherman anti-tru- law.
For several weeks, by oraer of At-
torney General MeReynolds, the fed-
eral grand jury at New York had
been Investigating the situation. It
understood the inquiry is practically
ended. The investigation of the cor-
poration. ,haa, been .conducted by. the
government intermittently over a per-
iod of eight years.
SUFFRAGETTES ATTACK SPORTS.
London, May 12. One of the bands
of militant suffragettes, assigned to
interfere with the pastimes of the
men of the British Isles, celebrated
Whit Monday, which is a general holi-
day here, by burning down the head
quarters of the Nottingham Boat( club
on the banks of the river Trent. The
structure contained many valuable
racing and other skiffB. The loss was
flO.OOO.
REPRESENTATION BASIS
WILL BE EQUALIZED
PROGRESSIVE ELEMENT IN THE j
REPUBLICAN PARTY SUG-
GESTS CHANGES.
"
After the conference of
progressive republican leaders
here today, former Governor
Hadley of Missouri stated :
"A coalition of the republican
party and the progressive par-
tly is not only desired but is
being sought."
.Mr. Hadley explained that
this end was being sought by
the atteni't to reform the re-
publican party so --that cons-
cientious progressives who left
the party last fall could rejoin
it.
4
Chicago, May 12. First steps to
ward "reuniting the republican
party" were taken at a conference of
republican United States senators and
other leaders of the party held here
today. The conference decided to
call upon the republican national
committee at its meeting scheduled
for May 24, at Washington to issue
a call for a national convention this
year.
To reorganize the party "along pro-
gressive lines" Albert B. Cumminb of
Iowa, Senator William E. Borah of
Idaho and former Governor Herbert
S. Hadley of, Missouri, together with
the other leaders at the conference,
agreed that the proposed convention
shall change the basis of representa-
tion in future conventions and make
other radical changes, so that the
party shall stand "for constructive
and progressive activity in the affairs
of government."
davit would be made the basis of pub-
lic charges. This document made no
dii eel -- change of Tmniorality," but re-
lated circumstances which might be
construed as supporting such a
charge.
O'Connell talked the matter over
with O'Hara and in the end advised
O'Hara to let the alleged "frame up"
against him run Its course.
IMIAN I1AGE "DATES"
FOR YOUNG VICTIMS
INDICTMENTS ARE RETURNED
AGAINST WHITE SLAVE PRO-
CURER IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeies, Cal., May 12. Miss
Emma J. Goodman, alias Josie Rosen-- !
berg, pleaded not guilty today to two
grand jury Indictments charging her
with pandering. She is charged with
having been the means of introducing
Irene Marie Brown-Lev- 17 years old,
and Cleo Helen Barker, 19 years old,
to George H. Bixby, the Long Beach
millionaire, indicted on charges of
having contributed to the girls' de-
linquency. She is in jail in default
of J20.000 bonds.
It was announced today that the in-
quiry of the grand jury this week
would revolve around the following
questions:
"Was there a blackmail ring in
Los Angeles, made up of women, de-
tectives and jnen of uncertain char-
acter who 'bled' wealthy men within
their grasp?
"Are certain resorts protected by
poliea and private detectives?
"The relations of certain men and
women to the presence of young girls
in lodging houses of ill repute."
PAPER GETS IN CHEAP
Washington, May 12. The supreme
court today decided that European
nations are entitled to the free entry
of wood pulp and paper under "the
most favored nations" clause of thoiv
commercial treaties with the United
States, because the free entry privil-eleg- e
is granted to Canada under the
only operative clause of the Canadian
reciprocity agreement.
WATERWORKS MEN IN SESSION.
Fort Worth. Texas, May 12. With
art attendance of members from all
........ .. . . , ,r n f l r9 T" nin vi iCAtlB, UKiauuuia ttUU ivau-Ba-
the annual convention of the
Southwestern Waterworks association
was opened here today by president
Patrick Bracken of Temple. The
session will continue until Wednes
day.
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21st. Precipitation occurred on an
average of 4 days. The average snow-
fall was 2.2, inches. The district av-
erages were as follows: No. 7, 1.98
inches; No. 8, 1.06 inches; No. 9,
0.32 inch.
TEMPERATURE IN
APRIL BELOW
tions existing in the western high
schools, and that the corporation and
faculty should give prompt considera-
tion to this matter to the end that
Yale's aa a national
university may be preserved."
Statistics of Yale show how great is
the need for some reform if it Is to
continue to call itself a national uni-
versity. The last available freshmen
statistics show that of the 329 fresh-
men who entered Yale college in 1911
70 per cent came from private or en-
dowed schools, practically all in New
England, and 24 per cent from public
schools, largely in New England. In
in a variety of fabrics, will be much in evidence this season and the styles are more than or"
dinarily attractive. We have just received a beautiful variety of the newest styles, made from
Pique, Marsielles, Linen and fancy mixtures all neatly trimmed with fancy buttons and buckles
well made and combining style and service to a maximum degree. -
This is the largest and most desirable line of Wash Skirts we have ever shown and never
have better values been offered for so little money.
$2.00 to $5.00
Las Vedas'Loadina Store
PRINTZESS
SLITS FOR
WOMENlf$ttserwa&(6 Son
W00LTEX ;
SUITS FOR
WOMEN
Established 1862
should hold special exercises for an
hour or so, on the preceding Friday.
Abundant material for a program of
Peace Day exercises will be found in
the Public School Anniversaries Book,
pages 70-8- issued by this depart-
ment, a copy of which will be sent
free upon request.
"I hope that the newspapers of the
state will call attention to this day bv
articles and editorials in favor of a
better understanding and greater sym-
pathy among the nations f the world.
No doubt, too, the ministers of the
various churches will be glad to ob
serve the day by appropriate sermons
and addresses. Especially should
teachers, principals and superintend -
ents take advantage of this splendid
opportunity for directing the minds of
the children toward the inspiring ideal
of nations striving with one another
the pursuits of peace for Jhe gen-
eral welfare of all rather than con
tending in war for one another's de-
struction. .
Annual School Reports
A successful effort is being made by
the superintendent of public Instruc-
tion to get as many reports from the
various educational institutions of the
state as possible, which are of use to
the state department of education and
the people. Mr. White says in his
letter to the heads of educational in-
stitutions:
It is the hope of the state depart
ment of education to secure, this year,
more complete reports concerning the
status of education in New Mexico
than ever before. For this reason,
greater care has been exercised to
make our blanks more comprehensive
so that the most important informa-
tion may be fully entered for each
scnool and school system. I appre-
ciate the fact that the information
asked for is considerable, but I believe
that each person receiving these forma
will understand the necessity for mak-
ing the fullest possible report. This
department needs these reports in or-
ii mmi
--5Si It inamiiwii m mm w .i m
.?
der to furnish the information called
for by the Bureau of Education, Wash-
ington, D. C. It will be of great value
to me, also, in supervising our state
system to have accurate information
of actual conditions. With these re-
ports on file, this department will be
in a position to furnish information
to anyone who asks about school cci-ditio-
in this state or in any section
of It. I bespeak, therefore, your hearty
In this matter."
WOMAN'S DANGER PERIOD
is said to 'be from 45 to 50. What
should be a most natural change in
a woman's life, Is, on account of
modern methods of living, fraught
with most annoying and painful
symptoms. Women when passing-throug-
this critlqal period shoWd
rely upon Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound, as it has proved
wonderfully successful in carrying
women safely through the change of
life.
Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
"My sister's husband had a . at-
tack of rheumatism in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of New-
ton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Cham-
berlain's Liniment. Sold by ail deal-
ers.
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
collar and harness galls heal up
quickly when BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT is applied. It is both heal,
ing and antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Drug Co.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or Protrdlng Piles in 6 to 14 days.
50c.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL
GRADUATES
HARVARD AND PRINCETON AL
READY HAVE REVISED EN
TRANCE REQUIREMENTS
New York, May 12 A committee
of the Yale university faculty has re
commended a new plan of admission
to the unversity which it is believed
will eo far toward broadening the
scope of Yale as a national univer
sity. The new plan has already been
adopted by the Shefield Scientific
school and its immediate adoption by
Yale college seems assured. The di-
rect result of the new plan of en
trance requirements will be to admit
more boys from the public schools
Harvard first and then Princeton
within the last two years have amend
ed and revised their plans of admis-
sion, so that, with the adoption of its
proposed plan by Yale the big three
among the colleges will have made an
important step toward
themselves with the American public
school system.
The gvstem of entrance examina
tions has been In effect at these uni
versities for scores of years, and the
examinations have grown Into such
forms that only youths especially pre-
pared for them were able to pass.
The public high schools could not
shape their curriculum with a view
to peparing students for Harvard,
Yale and Princeton. There were too
many young men in the public schools
who could not afford tp go to any col-leg- o
and it was the duty of the schools
to give them the best and most prac-
tical education they could ?ive with-
in the high school period. And also
there vere colleges with other lines
ot preparation than the strictly clas-
sical bo long required by the unlver- -
SifiPR.
Cadually the big private schools
cle- - loped, schools like Etter, Andov- -
"Iroton, St. Paul's and other big
icivte academics which grew up and
ret themselves to the peculiar task
'i,' preparing young men for the
But only the rich could at
f;,:-t- t this expensive preparatory train-
in ,, and bo the problem of democra-- '
v in college attached Itself to the
problem Of preparatory training,
instead of setting a long list of stu
dies in which the prospective fresh- -
in: must be examined by examiners
wb ) never saw or heard of the pros
J"- :ivo freshman before, the new
plan is to require examination In few-
er subjects, to have a
between the public schools and the
colleges in the preparation of the ex-
amination papers, and to give some
n cognition to a youth's record in
i f liool. Knetire dependenc e in deter-
mining the candidate's fitness for ad-- J
mission to college will not be deter
mined by what he writes in his ex
amination blue book.
The Yale authorities outline the re-
commended plan as bulng based on
lie following four principles:
n between the Yale ex-
aminers and official representatives
of the schools in the preparation of
examination papers.
"The reduction, where possible of
the number of examinations and a
broadening of the scope of the exami-
nations to test the general fitness of
candidates in the whole subject.
"The school record, as well as the
showing In the examination, to be
given consideration in judging the
candidate's fitness.
"Consideration of special cases ot
final candidates of exceptionally high
preparatory record whose subjects of
Ktudy have differed somewhat from
those prescribed for Yale entrance."
A movement in the direction of
broadening the entrance requirements
has been evident for some years.
Greek, for a long time an absolute re-
quirement, was made optional at Har-
vard and Yale, though Latin is still
ed for candidates for the B. A.
(i- j- ee. Modern languages may be of-
fered instead by candidates for the
bachelor of science degree.
referring to the high schools,
President Hadley of Yale said in 1901:
"Onr system of secondary education
h: :s reached a point of achievement
wV it can stand on its own merits
T!'- - " mi charge of it 'recognize that
!.- r,i outgrown the stage where
best usefulness was found in
i ' ". preparatory schooln. Let
11!
'lancipate ourselves from a set
or sd'jas which are but the remnant of
si Ktat.o ot things which wo have now
outgrown."
Definite recommendation of a
hanso came from the west in 1012.
The "Western Association of Yale
ins, in their meeting that year at
Pa 1, prissed resolutions declaring
t. " !i re'in'renientu for admission
ij':i"f-'--i- o'lOiilil be brought
'.; in tow h with the condi
fthidumurnL
PRECIPITATION FOR THE MONTH
WAS CONSIDERABLY ABOVE
THE AVERAGE.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 12. Accord-
ing to the general summary for April
for the New Mexico section issued by
the local weather bureau the temper-
ature of the month averaged consid-
erably below the normal. Practically
all parts of the state showed a
greatest, however, in the ex-
treme lower Rio Grande valley and
the southwest, where it ran from 1.5
degrees to 4.0 degrees a day below
the normal. Large deficiency in tem
perature a'iso occurred In the middle
Pecos valley and in the western coun.
ties. Temperatures were low and
cold weather gripped the state gener-
ally from the 4th or 6th to the 13th,
and again from the 23d tp the 26th.
During the latter period the lowest
temperature of the last deca-l- for
April occurred at many stations, and
severe and damaging frosts extended
even into the southern counties. The
10th or 11th were probably the cold-
est days of the month, although the
actual lowest at the several stations
was recorded variously on the 4th,
9th to the 13th and 23d to 25th.
On the other hand, warm periods
ooccurred on the 1st to 3d1, 16th to
18th and 28th to the close of the
month. The 17th was prjbab.y tho
warmest day of the month, although
the actual highest at individual sta-
tions was variously recorded.
The precipitation of the month
averaged considerably above the nor- -
mal from the Rio Grande valley east-
ward. The heaviest precipitation and
greatest excess occurred In the east-
ern counties, where amounts 'n ex-
cess of two indies were reported' at
many stations, and over 1 inches oc-
curred 'at the railroad statioi at
Most of Quay, Roosevelt,
Curry and southern Union counties
received more than inches ot.
rainfall diuring the month, giving
them the beginning of a favorable
season. The plains country as a
whole received much greater precip-
itation than the mountain regions of
the state. Two quite general rain
periods occurred, the first from the
7th to 9th and the second from the
20 th to the 24 th. Scattered showers
also occurred on the 2d-3r- ! and the
17th to 19th.
The snowfall of trie month was
confined to the northern half, and to
the higher mountain regions or the
middle and southern counties. Over
the northern mountains rather heavy
snow occurred on the 3d, 8th, 9th and
23d-24t- The average fail for the
state was 2.2 Inches, which is about
an inch less than the April normal
but which brings the total fall for the
winter up to 33.3 inches, about 5
inches in excess of the normal.
The sunshine of the month aver-
aged practically normal; there were
19 e'ear days. 7 partly cloudy days,
and 4 cloudy. At Santa Fe and Ros-we- ll
there was recorded 80 per cent
of the total possible sunshine. The
relative humidity was low, averaging
41 per cent at Santa Fe, 37 per cent
at the Agricultural college and 50 per
cent at Roswell. The month was
much less windy than usual, although
a few gales and dust storms were re
ported. The prevailing direction was
from the southwest.
Temperature.
The mean temperature of the state,
as shown by the records of 88 sta-
tions having a mean altitude of about
5,000 feet, was 50.3 degrees or 1.5 de-
grees below the normal for April, but
3.0 degrees above the month in 1912.
The highest monthly mean was C2.5
degrees at Carlsbad, and the lowest
33. 0 degrees at Elizabethtown, while
the highest temperature recorded was
92 degrees at 4 southern stations,
mostly on the 16th and 17th. The low-
est recorded was one degree ahova
zero at Red River Canyon on the
24th. The greatest local monthly
range of temperature was 78 degrees
at Bluewater and the least 46 degrees
at the Rea ranch, near Tajique, while
the greatest local daily range was 68
degrees at Willard on the 12th. The
district averages were as follows : No.
7 (Canadian and northeast), 50.2 de-
gress; No. 8 (Rio Grande and Pecos),
50.8 degrees; No. 9 (western) 49.0
degrees.
, Precipitation,
The average precipitation for the
state, as shown by the record ot 149
stations, was 1.21 Inches, or 0.09
Inch above the normal, and 0.29 inch
greater than April, 1912. The great-
est amount was 4.67 inches at the
railroad station tt Tueumcarl, and
the least a trace at five stations. The
greatest amount 'n any 21 hours ?G
inches at Saint Vraln on the 20th- -
Health a Factor In Success.
The largest factor contributing to
a man's success is undoubtedly health.
It has been observed that a man Is
seldom sick when his bowels are reg-
ular he is never well when they are
constipated. For constipation you
will find nothing quite so good asChamberlain's Tablets. They not
only move the bowels but improve
the appetite and strengthen the di-
gestion. They are sold by all deal-
ers.
The great calamity in umaha was
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suf-
fering and sickness from oclds and
exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Cali
fornia St. Omana, writes: "My
daughtr had a very severe cough and
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar Com-
pound knocked it out in no time."
Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Santa Fe, N. M.. May 12. The trial
of Bias and Manuel Saldivar for smug
gling Chinese into this country has
occupied the attention of the federal
court the past two days, and went to
the jury Saturday afternoon about 4
o'clock. A verdict was returned late,
of not guilty.
On the night of October 16, 1912, a
Mexican crossed the Rio Grande, mak-
ing a couple of trips and carrying a
Chinaman over each time, on his
shoulders. This man has not been ap-
prehended, but Bias and Manuel Saldi- -
var were alleged to have received the
Chinamen and hid them in a shack of
a third Mexican named Leonardo Zor-rill-
Inspector T. M. Gourley, who
lives at Alamogordo, was near El Paso
at the time and in passing just hap
pened to discover what was going on
and arrested the men and two China-
men. One of the Chinamen was de in
ported and the other has been held as
a witness fn the case.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
in scholarly Spanish, writes a postal
card to Attorney General F. W. Clan-
cy, dated at the Brooster hotel at San
Diego, where he is lking into ex-
position affairs for governor. McDon-
ald, in which he says that it is a
most beautiful country down there,
but not more so than New Mexico to
might be if we exerted ourselves as
the people there have done in adver-
tising the natural advantages which
we possess. The secretary of state
makes the sad but truthful commen-
tary that we have paid so much at-
tention to bitter political fights, to
the neglect of the development of
thest ate.
for Good Roads
Attorney General Clancy has return-
ed from Albuquerque where he speke
before the convention called by the
state highway commission of county
road boards and county commission-
ers. From the legal side of the situ-
ation the attorney general treated the
present conditions in a light that it
was a condition and not a theory that
confronted tho county road boards and
county commissioners. The present
law is a rather ragged one and gives
cretain powers and duties to one body
and certain other duties to the other,
of the two county bodies. Things are
rather mixed up. Mr. Clancy advised
the county road boards and the county
commissioners to confer with one an
other arguing road matters and to do
the best they could. If these bodies!
enter Into work before them in s
spirit of they can ao
icomplish much for better roads
throughout the state, and that was
the line of advice that the attorney
general gave them.
Visit to County Schools
County Superintendent Conway will
visit the following districts tomorrow
to take up the matter of better school m
buildings: San Udofonso, both pueblo
and ranchos; Jacona, Pojoaque, upper
and lower Nambe, Cuyamunque and
Tesuque.
American School Peace CongVess
The superintendent of public in
struction is sending out letters to the
city and county superintendents re
garding the American School Peace
league. The superintendent says:
"Since the first Hague peace confer-
ence in 1899, the movement toward in-
ternational peace has grown with re-
markable rapidity. This fact is due
largely to the activity of the Ameri-
can Peace league of which there is a
well organized branch In this state.
At the request of tho secretary of the
New Mexico branch, professor John
H. Vaughan, of the slate college, and
on account, of my deep and hearty
sympathy with the movement to prom-
ote the world's peace, I desire to call
attention to Peace Day and to urge its
general observance on May IS. Aa
this date falls 0n Sunday, schools
the Sheffield Scientific Bchool 66
per cent of the freshmen came from
private schools and 34 per cent from
public schools, again mostly from the
east and especially from New England,
Only five of the Sheff freshmen came
from west of the Mississippi, and 246
of the 379 Sheff freshmen from New
England.
Yale graduates, especially those of
the west, look upon the new admis
sion plan as epochal. The Yale Alum-
ni "Weekly says it marks this year as
one of the most notable in the history
t)f Yale. "For it marks," says the
Weekly, "the final abandonment of
the unversity's old relation to the
great secondary school system of the
United States, a relation that for years
had been Increasingly difficult to
maintain and which finally had become
untenable. There is now no longer
any reason why the best public school
boys in all sections of the country
should not be able to enter Yale on
an educational equality with boys from
the special fitting schools of the east,
as Yale has finally made it possible
for the western high school boy to
enter "Sheff" or the college from his
own school and with much the same
naturalness as his schoolmates may
go up to the great state universities
of his communities. Under the new
entrance plan Yale opens her doors
to the best of the country's youth,
whatever their educational opportuni
ties at home, providing the new regu-
lations are annually enforced in the
spirit in which reform has been de-
cided."
Harvard has congratulated Yale on
her new plan and a recent editorial in
the Harvard Alumni Bulletin com
ments: "The great advance of the
high schools has made it impossible.
for these colleges to insist oh any de
tailed or pequliar form of preparation;
they had to accept the excellent pre-
paration now provided by the public
school systems and find some way to
satisfy themselves that the individual
boy who offered himself for admis-- '
s'on had made good use of these op
portunities. This our new plan of ad
mission has accomplished, and the
speedy adoption of its essential fea
tures by Princeton and now probably
by Yale Insures to the country that
the strong and ancient traditions of
these three colleges shall remain a
part of the opportunities of boys from
ood schools all over the country."
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & oO.,
Toledo, Dhio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 yeara,
and believe him perfectly hoaorable
in all business transactions and finan
cially able to carry out any obliga-
tions made by his
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonplals sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-
gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
A slight cold ii rnwn
nerson holds possibilities of a trave
rfitrr!. Croup m;iy come on sudden-
ly, bronchitis or pneumonia may de-
velop, severe catarrhal troubles and
consumption are possible results. Bo- -
ley's Honey and Tar Compound nips
a cold at the outset, cures croup,
inickly checks a deepseat.Qd congii
' heal;-- , inflamed membranes.
THIS INTEREST.. ( WOMAN
A family doctor said recently that
women come to him thinking that
they have female trouble, but whet
he treats them for their kidneys and
ivad.ler they soon recover. This is
worth knowing and also tht Foley
'.Cidney Pi'ils are the best and safest
medicine at such times. They are
tonic in action, quick in results. They
will help you. O. G. Schaefer and Re
Cross D-- ug Store.
The spring months often find a
woman tired out, with pain in back,
hips and head, nervous and sleepless.
Folep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
their worth and value as a hea'ier of
all kidney and bladder ailments and
irregularities. They are. a splendid
remedy for rheumatism, clearing the
uric acid from tho joints and system.
Tiy them. O. G. Schf.efcr and Red
Cross Drug Store. r "
South SideMaja.
Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When you have a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only give
relief, but effect a prompt aad per-
manent cure, a remedy that Is pleas-
ant to take, a remedy that contains
nothing injurious. Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy meets all thesa re-
quirements, it acts on jature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids expectoration,
opens the secretions and restores tn
system to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a world wide sale and
use, and can always be depended
upon. Sold by all dealers.
Foley Kidney Pills repay your con-
fidence in their he? ling and curative-qualities- .
Any kidney or biadder dis-
ease not beyond the reach af medi-
cine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cor-
delia Copeland, Araeola, Mo., says, "I
had kidney and bladder trouble for
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
Kidney Pills cured me." It is the
same story from every one who uses
them. All say, "they cured me," O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store.
In the whole 'iuld ,f melicine
there is not a healing remedy that
will1 repair damage to the fiesh more
quickly than BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, its
healing and penetrating power is ex-
traordinary. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
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MIGHTY SWIRL OF WATERS' EAR NEVER STOPS GROWING TELLS OF LIFE IN CAY HAVANA
ODD DISPLAY OF ART110 IS THE REAL
MIDDLEWEIGHT
CHAMPION?
bout at Boston. Now here's the way
the elimination process has come
about. Moha gained whatever claim
Thompson may have had to the title
when he placed the Sycamore Cy-
clone on the shelf for keeps In a bout
at Milwaukee last winter and with
the decision he already had gained
over Papke, Moha's cham-
pionship position was strengthened.
Then Frank Klaus put Papke out. of
it when he beat down the Illinois
thunderbolt in a championship bout
in Paris and had Papke go far gone
that he deliberately fouled Klaus to
save himself from a knockout. Here
Dillon, stepped in and showed the
greatest class of all the middle-weight- s
when last month he gave
Moha, the undefeated, the first real
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK
Monday.
Johnny Coulou vs. Frankie Bradley,
6 rounds, at Philadelphia.
Jim Flynn vs. Jim Savage, 10
rounds, at Atlanta, Ua.
Ray Bronson vs. Young Denny, ID
rounds, at New Orleans.
Johnny Lore vs. Ray Temple, 20
rouuJs, at Butte, Mont.
Tuesday.
Opening of the annual exhibition of
the Ottawa (Ont.) Horse Show asso-
ciation.
Leach Cross vs. Johnny Dohan, 10
rounds, at New York.
"Kitty" baseball league opens Its
The Only Portion of the Human Anat
omy. According to Physicians,
Which Does This.
Persons who have large ears in
their youthful 'days are decidedly un-
lucky, according to students of anat
omy, for no other portion of the hu
man body is so ambitious In ita
growth. We get old and shrivel up
and decrease in stature, but the ear
still grows.
A woman with small ears at twenty
probably will have medium-size- d ears
at forty and large ears at sixty.
Again, It is said, as the result of the
examination of 40,000 pairs of ears
that probably no person in the world
has ears perfectly matched.. In most
people the two ears differ perceptibly,
not only in shape, but in size. Fre-
quently they are not placed on the
head at exactly the same angle or at
the same height.
It is declared by those who have de
voted their time and abilities to the
study of ears that the age of a per-
son can be judged by them with great
accuracy by an expert.
After the age of ten, ears assume an
increased form and give the clue to
the age of the owner. Nordau, Lom-bros- o
and others lay great stress upon
the ear as an indication of character;
yet some of the best men we meet
have outrageous ears, while almost
everybody can recall some bold, bad
man of his acquaintance who has
small, well formed and well placed
ears.
NOT AN OCCASION FOR MIRTH
Thoughtless People Laughed at Hu-
morous Sight, but There Was
Deep Pathos in Incident.
Why will we be so much amused
at the other fellow's woe? The other
fellow in this story was driving, and
the horse was going at a clip, so the
driver had his hands full to steer
safely through the crowded streets.
The only other occupant of the con-
veyance was a large nanny goat,
standing on the seat She was some
what uneasy at the unusual means of
locomotion, and being of a loving dis-
position, she would snuggle up to the
driver and lick across the face, and
nose his hair whenever the swaying
vehicle gave her a chance. To a bus
full of people with nothing to do but
look on it was very funny, and calls
and jeers to the busy driver did not
add to his peace of mind. But had
the hooters only known that the goat
was being hurried through the city
streets to save a little life!
Not far from Washington square
there is a little house where a young
mother lay dead and a sick infant was
crying for comfort, and the man with
the queer passenger had that picture
before him while nanny and the on-
lookers made free with his dignity.
New York Press.
Wasted Eloquence.
Having recently escaped annihila
tion by the width of a flying coattail.
the minister meant every word of his
sermon against motor cars. So gen-
uine was his emotion that he was able
to preach without notes.
Ordinarily he refrained from dese-
crating the pulpit with a text on mun-
dane affairs. But motor cars were
different. They had been Instru-
mental in sending so many people to
heaven that they had almost ceased
to be mundane.
In anathematizing the people who
run their cars on Sundays and run
them too fast the young man sur-
passed himself in eloquence. He knew
he had spoken well, but he wanted
somebody else to tell him so. After
church he asked the candid parishion-
er what he thought of the sermon.
The candid parishioner looked out
upon the smiling blue sky, the glint-
ing sunbeams, the opening leaves.
"It sounded all right," he said, "but
I doubt if It will do much good, be-
cause there wasn't a soul here that
owns a motor car to hear it."
Many French Playwrights.
Playwriting seems to be more of a
hobby than a profession in France,
Judging by the figures of the French
Society of Dramatic Authors. The
members of the society number, all
told, 5,400. But during the last two
years 60 of this number have suf-
ficed to furnish the dramatic fare of
the community, comprising every
work in prose and verse staged
throughout the country in the thea-
ters and cafe concerts. The other
5,310 members of the society are
awaiting their turn to cater for the
public tastes, and in all probability
will wait a long time, for the major-
ity of French theaters have their ac-
cepted playwrights, whom they com-
mission to write their plays, and tho
lucky 60 jealously guard their priv-
ilege and do all they can to exclude
new aspirants. The members of the
society include recruits from nearly
every profession and calling lawyers,
army and navy officers, business men,
clerks, etc. who assiduously produce
works which never see the light of
day.
Hunger the Least of His Troubles.
A Dayton, Ohio, newspaper, in recit-
ing some of the tragic s 'Acs which
occurred in that city during the recent
flood, recounts this episode, which
goes to shew that even the most
awful disasters are not without their
occasional tinges of humor: A fat
man was sitting astride the roof of a
barn floating complacently down the
stream. Some of the rescuers on the
bank yelled to him and asked him if
he was hungry. "Hungry? No!
There are fourteen hens in the hay-
loft and they lay twelve eggs a
day!"
World's Greatest Whirlpool at Junc-
tion of Two Great South Amer-
ican Rivers.
In the Wide World Mr. W. 0.
Symon gives an interesting ac-
count of his experience in South
America. In regard to the junction
of the Madre de Dios and Inambari
river Mr. Symon says:
Just before the junction of the lat-
ter river divides into two arms, with
an island some two miles long in
between. The right arm, which is
usually the safer for navigation, was
at the time of our arrival, impassable,
owing to the recent and excessive
drought that had formed the forma-
tion of perilous rapids. We had, in
consequence, to take the wide left
arm, down which the main volume of
the river was flowing.
The reader can imagine the enor-
mous force of water that was being
shot into the Madre de Dios when
he realizes that the Inambari at its
left arm projection was 300 yards
wide, perhaps 30 feet in depth, and
flowing at six knots an hour. This
great mass of water met the Madre
de Dios, itself 400 yards wide here, at
a right angle. The current of the
Inambari being faster than the Madre
de Dios, the former river cut its way
through the latter, right across to the
farther bank. There the Inambari
was thrown back, and surged around
in a huge circle 200 yards in diame-
ter to join up again with the water
flowing to the bank. The whirlpool
thus formed was probably one of the
largest in the world. (I have pur-
posely used past tense in this descrip-
tion, as the course of the Inambari
is constantly changing its mouth.)
The circles of seething water curled
inward and downward, screw fashion,
to their center, which appeared as a
great hole, at least six feet below
the level of the outer rim.
NEWEST IDEA IN EDUCATION
Cinematograph Films Are to Be Put
to Use In the Higher German
Schools.
According to official information re-
cently received by the United States
bureau of education, the use of mov-
ing pictures in education has had a
significant impetus in German govern-
ment circles. The Prussian ministry
of education is now considering the
feasibility of employing cinemato-
graph films in some of the higher edu-
cational Institutions, as applicable to
certain courses of instruction, and a
number of film manufacturers have1
been given an opportunity to show
the authorities what films they have
that are adated to educational pur-
poses.
A well known philanthropist has re-
cently donated two full equipped mov-
ing picture machines to the schools of
Berlin,' one to be used In the Continua-
tion Institute for Higher Teachers and
the other In the high schools of Great-
er Berlin. Moving picture films are
now available in Germany for anato-
mical, biological and bacteriological
courses, and it is believed there that
an enormous field for them will be
opened up when educators fully realize
their value.
Monarchs Well Protected.
Though the days have gone by when
the monarch was protected during the
hours of slumber by an attendant
sleeping in a bed drawn across the
door of his chamber, King George is
by no means left unprotected during
the night. Not only is the outside of
the palace guarded by soldiers and
detectives, but several night watch-
men pace up and down the corridors
through the hours of darkness. They
are shod in thick felt slippers, so as
not to wake the royal sleeper, and
one of them is always near the king's
room till his majesty is called by his
valet in the morning.
Every door and window in the place
is frequently examined and it would
be impossible for any intruder to get
in without his presence being discov-
ered in a few minutes. Thus the king
is as well protected as the czar of Rus-
sia, who has a guard of armed Cos-
sacks outside his room, or the king of
Spain, who is watched by a squad of
specially picked soldiers, who keep
the keys of all the doors during the
night.
Cat Saved the Canary.
A lady had a tame bird which she
was in the habit of letting out of its
cage every day. One morning as it
was picking crumbs of bread off the
her pet cat, who always before
showed great kindness for the bird,
seized it on a sudden, and jumped
with it in her mouth upon a table. The
i' ciy was much alarmed for the fate
:jf her 'favorite, but on turning about
instantly discerned the cause. The
doov hed ;)!'(ui left open, and a strange
cat had just come into the room! Af-t--
iiivnii'g it out, her own cat came
down from her place of safety, and
dropped the bird without having dor.e
it the smallest injury.
Future Clothes to Bo Paper?
Paper clothes were worn by the
Japanese troops during the war with
Russia, and they were found to bo
very serviceable and much warmer
than those of cloth. Paper dressing-gowns- ,
ball-robe- and similar articles
of attire are now being turned out by
the cart-loa- la England, Fiance, Ger-
many, and other European countries.
The paper of which they are made is
of the "blotter" variety, and after
being treated by a new process is
dyed in various colors or printed with
a pretty floral design. Even gloves
re made of paper, the principal claim
o advantage being that they are sus-
ceptible of being cleaned many times.
Old Formalities Are Giving Place to
American Ways, Says Wife of
Mexican Minister to Cuba.
Washington, D. C. Senora Adela
P. de Codoy, wife of the Mexican min
later to Cuba, is spending the winter
In Washington, where she is well
known and popular. In a recent in
terview she had much of interest to
say about Havana, where she has her
home. The interview In part was as
follows:
"Havana is a beautiful city and we
found Americans coming there in vast
numbers, usually from Florida or from
New Orleans after the carnival time.
It is worthy of a visit, indeed, to spend
an entire winter there if one has the
leisure. Many seem to possess that
comfortable combination of plenty of
time and the requisite caBh and it
F i"-- , , , "i - !
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Havana Suburban Road.
was delightful to run across friends
from every of the United States
in ihe streets of Havana. My long
residence in Washington has given
me friends in every state sometimes,
which adds so much to the pleasure
and filling out of life.
"Winter in Havana is a season of
delight. We have established our
home along the ocean front and truly
it surpasses description. The mingling
of deep blue water with deep blue sky,
the white winding road along the sea
and the magnificence of flower and
foliage make a picture which one
misses and regrets. Havana, I am
sorry to say, like so many other Latin-America- n
cities,' is giving up the
patio and villa type of the south of
France and that of the American
south and southwest is becoming more
prevalent. I regret the patio sincere
ly, but the younger generation find
more to admire in the story on story
house with all the modern accessories.
There are, however, still some splen-
did old mansions in Havana, where
the patio exists in its pristine glory.
This style is where the rooms of the
home look out into an inner court
filled with flowers, where a fountain
tinkles and the family delights to
gather for intimate communion. Some
of the old government buildings have
the patio.
"Social life in Havana is as ad
mirable as the climate. I think the
mingling of the odd ceremonial cus
toms with the less formal ones of to
day has bred an air of easy social in
tercourse, which is most agreeable
and not at all restrictive. Many of
the older residents continue the for
mal method of life which is part of
Spanish civilization. Many others
have adopted the easy ways of Amer-
icans, so that one may see the cus-
toms of two worlds and of two dif-
fering eras flourishing side by side.
There are so many balls and theater
parties and dinings without number;
in fact, it is rather unusual during the
social season not to have guests .to
dinner and then go with them later to
a ball or the opera or the theater.
There is much visiting and one m;iy
make a visit after a supper which
follows the theater, something un-
heard of here. But then often the uay-lig-
hours are sultry and they are
given to home duties and those avoca-
tions which keep one out of the sun.
while the brisk breezes which spring
up with the departing day inspire en-
ergy to visit and enjoy social pleas-
ures. I do not find the heat debilitat
ing or more oppressive, as a rule,
than in other partB of the world in
summer. Washington can be very
warm, as all who know will testify,
and it has not the advantage of a con-
stant breeze from the sea which Ha
vana enjoys every evening and
through tho night."
Woman's Appendix Cost $100,000.
Paris, France. Seeking to escape
the fate of her sister, who died after
an operation for appendicitis in this
country, Mrs. Tomasco Dornello, wife
of a Peruvian millionaire, is on her way
to Paris to have a famous French phy-
sician operate. Making the trip with
her family, two maids and a private
physician, Mrs. Dornello estimates it
will cost her $100,000 to get rid of her
troublesome appendix.
Finds Bears' Den on Farm.
Mauch Chunk, Pa.Albert Rinker-bach- ,
who owns a farm near here, dis-
covered a family of bears on his place.
He and several other men were mak-
ing a survey and, while working
around a large hole, saw a big black
bear, which took refuge in the cave.
Several cubs were found in the hole.
Kansan Died of Hiccoughs.
Dodge City, Kan. Four days of con-
stant hiccoughs caused the death of
William Burgess, sixty-on- e years old.
The hiccoughs staffed after Burgess
had eaten a hearty meal.
Collection of Native Handicraft
From Madagascar Island.
Exhibition Shown In New York Dou-
bly Interesting Because Art Is
Passing Away With Influx of
Cheap Foreign Goods.
New York. There has recently been
placed on .exhibition in the Commer-
cial museum, 34th street below
Spruce, an important collection show-
ing the native handicraft of the island
of Madagascar. Not only is it a rep-
resentative display of a high form of
primitive art, but it Is doubly Inter-
esting because under the recent
French occupation of that great
island the native arts are steadily
passing away before the great Influx
of cheap foreign-mad- e goods. Mada-
gascar is known to Americans princi-
pally as the largest producer of raffia
fiber, which is in such general use by
florists and agriculturists and for
basket weaving, etc. The raffia as it
comes to our market is In the form of
long, thin strips. These are obtained
by the natives peeling off the outer
skin from the leaves of the palm tree.
These soft strips are then carefully
dried, made up into hanks and wrap-
ped in bales. The palm tree produc-
ing them grows wild in great abun-
dance throughout Madagascar, espe-
cially in the moist valleys of the In-
terior. It has a short stem and a
crown of enormous leaves; the sepa-
rate leaves are often as large as 45
feet long and each leaflet 2 to 5 feet
in length.
In Madagascar itself raffia is used
for many other purposes than in this
country. The natives weave from it.
very beautiful cloths In long, narrow
strips, which they call rabannas and
use for clothing. The cloth is not cut
and made up into garments, but is
used in the strip, being wrapped
around the body and fastened more or
less in the same way as the Roman
toga. Sometimes both raffla and cot-
ton fiber are used in making this
cloth. It is made up on the primitive
hand looms used by the Madagascar
natives in very narrow strips, and
where greater widths is desired the
strips are sewed together lengthwise.
'Some of the rabannas exhibited at
the Commercial Museum are exquis-
itely fine, showing more than 50
threads to the inch. They are colored
with vegetable dyes, principally in
dull shades of green, red and brown,
which harmonize beautifully with the
skins of the natives, which are of a
- 5
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yellowish tint. The collection in the
Commercial Museum shows not only1
these cloths, but the looms on which
they are made.
Another class of fabric of eveil
greater beauty than the rabannas are
the lambas, made of silk, both in the
natural tint and in various colors,
and showing designs of striking his-
torical interest. These silk garments
are naturally more expensive than th5
rabannas, are worn by well-to-d- o per
sons and are especially treasured for
burial garments. Those displayed in
the , Commercial Museum average
rather more than seven feet in length
and from five feet to six feet in width.
They are made generally of two or
more narrow strips sewed together
lengthwise, as the native looms do not
admit of weaving strips more than 32
inches wide.
While many of these lambas show
only conventional lozenge patterns,
those of better workmanship almost
always indicate the origin of such de
signs from an early bird and tree pat-
tern, symbolizing the tree of life, and
going back apparently to folklore and
beliefs that antedate both the Moham-
medan and Christian eras.
Japanese Medal for Boy.
San Francisco. Duncan Fitzgerald,
a schoolboy, who saved a Japanesa
from drowning a year ago, was deco
rated at Redwood City with "Kojuhoa-ko,- "
a medal conferred by the Japan-
ese emperor for bravery. The award
was made a public ceremony, and 400
American school children sang the
Japanese national air. Consul Gener-
al Ojiro Ohara of San Francisco con-
ferred the decoration.
Bartered Wife.
London. What, amounted to the
barter of a wife occurred when Justice
Deane granted a divorce to Raymond
Moraud and approved the millionaire
agrement to pay $27,- -
500.
KLAUS AND DILLON'S BATTLE ON
MAY 29 WILL HELP SOLVE
THE PROBLEM.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 12. Who is
the middleweight champion? That's
the question that's caused more lung
exercise among the debating teams
of the various societies in the pugi-
listic oratorical league the last few
weeks than the average man would
get out of politics, baseball or foot-
ball in a year. Not so very long ago
the man on the outside oE the argu-
ment was ready to settle the middle-
weight question in his own mind by
deciding "there ain't no such animal."
Whether he's right or wrong the de-
bater will have the real dope dished
up for him when Jack Dillon, who
clJjuas the American middleweight
championship, and Frank Klaus, who
claims the middleweight champion-
ship of the world, clash in a ten
round bout at Washington park on
the night of May 29. That these two
bear cats will put on the greatest ring
contest that could be staged today
goes without saying and that each
boxer is entitled to all he claims is
proved by his record. The middle-
weight championship situation has
been muddied ever since the death
of Stanley Ketchell but since the
great Ketche.ll was laid low by an
assassin's bullet the coming middle-weight- s
have made ring history.
Now getting back to the dope and
bringing the debate down to the night
of the big contest to be staged on the
night before the 500 mile race at the
speedway, it's necessary to take up
the case of Billy Papke who took it
upon himself to attach the title after
Ketchell's death on the strength of
the fact that he once knocked out the
champion. Coid figures in the records
will show that Papke and Ketchell
first met in a ten round bout at Mil-
waukee on June 4, 1908. Ketchell
gained a popular decision. On Sep-
tember 7, of the same year, Papke
won the title by knocking out Ketch-
ell in 12 rounds at Los Angeles. He
didn't hold the title long for Ketchell
came back on November 26 and
knocked out Papke in 11" rounds at
Kan Francisco. Their fourth and 'last
meeting was at Colma, Ca'l., on July
5, 1909. Ketchell gained the deci-
sion at the end of 20 rounds but
Papke regarded the bout as a regular
"comeback" and an excuse for claim-
ing the championship after the pass-
ing o Ketchell. Papke battled along
with more or less success for more
than a year and then took a trip to
Australia. It was there Cyclone John-
ny Thompson appeared on the scene,
gaining a decision over Papke in 20
rounds at Sydney on February 11,
1911. Therefore, Cyclone Johnny
claimed the championship. In Octo-
ber of the same year Papke lost a de-
cision to Wild Bob Moha in a tame
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Half the people you meet complain
of weary muscles, stagnant brain,
Jangled nerves, and a wonderful desire
to lay down and Just quit. Most of
these people have been using nervines
that spasmodically flare up the nerves
only to die down again, as die they
must. Avoid nerve stimulants. Bear
In mind that this worn out feeling: is
due to poor blood, to bacteria In the
water you drink; to the multiplying
of destructive germs In the blood
faster than they can be overcome by
the white corpuscles; and to what is
known as auto-toxemi- a, that condition
where the venous or impure blood
accumulates faster than it can be
by the red arterial blood.
The medicinal value of the com-
ponents of S. S. S. is relatively just
as vital and essential to
health as those of the grains, meats,fats and sugars of our food.If you feel played out go to anydruR store and ask for a bottle of
S. S. S Shift's Sure Specific. Here is
a remedy that gets at work in a
twinkling; it just naturally rushes
rl;"ht Into your blood, scatters germs
riiht and left, up and Sown and side-
ways..
You feel better at once, not from a
stimulant, not from the action of
druss, but from the rational effect of
a natural medicine just as active andjust as timely as to a man who hasbeen lost in the mountains, is about
starved and comes across a settler just
cooking a savory meal of good honest
beef. Po not neglect to get a bottle
of S. S. S, It will make you
feel better in Just a few minutes. It
is prepared only in the laboratory of
The Swift Specific Co., 137 Swift Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. Send for their free book
telling of the many strange conditions
that afHict the human family by reason
of impoverished Wood.
licking of his life. Lack of training
and poor condition have been used
as alibis for Moha In some of his
bouts when he made a poor showing
but the condition excuse was not ap
plicable in the case of his defeat at
the hands of Dillon at Milwaukee last
month. That sifts the situation down
to a point where Dillon and Klaus
must be regarded as the logical op
ponents for the greatest middleweight
contest of today. Dillon and Klaus
have met three times. On December
6, 1911, Dillon clearly outpointed
Klaus in a six round' bout at Pitts-
burg. On March 28, 1912, Klaus
gained a referee's decision over Dil-
lon affler being outpointed In the
ereater number of rounds. The Pitts- -
burger made a California finish In
the twentieth round and thereby
gained the verdict. A short time lat-
er they fought a ten round no deci-
sion fight in New York. Between
them the two have cleaned up in their
Iv(l(Bion so consistently that they
stand forth as the two real mi Idle-weig-
title defenders. Eddie
stands in the offing as the one
man who might be regarded as a
likely opponent for the winner of the
Klaus.DIllon fight. Dillon and ty
have met four times. In the
first two bouts honors were fairly
even and in the bout which was stop-
ped In the fourth round at New Or-
leans Dillon was afflicted with a boil
on his right arm and never should
have been permitted to enter the
ring. But in their fourth and last
bout which was staged In Indianapolis
on November 11. 1911. DMra won a
clean cut verdict in ten rounds.
and Klaus have never met and
neither have Moha and Klaus, so the
dope on the relative merits of Klaus
and Dillon must be gathered from
camparisons between the bouts they
lave had between themselves and
with the opponents of Papke whom
Dillon has never met.
The only other middleweight cham-
pion claimant who has met both Dil-
lon and Klaus is Hugo Kelley, who Is
absolutely out of the game now. Kel-
ley won over Klaus in 12 rounds at
Boston on December 20, 1910, and the
Chicago Italian continued to figure
in the middleweight title chase until
he ran afoul of Dillon and was knock-e- d
out in three rounds at Indianapolis
on May 28, 1912. That was Kelley's
last fight.
But bringing the dope down to this
year Dillon beat Bob Moha, who put
Cyclone Thompson away, and more
than held his own with Eddie y
in bouts at Milwaukee'recent-y- ,
and Klaus defeated Billy Papke
decisively in Paris. That's the dope
that should enable the dopester to
pick his favorite in the coming
ten
round battle on May 29.
A man living at Auburn, New York,
had a severe attack of kidney and
bladder trouble. Being a working
man, not wanting to lose time, he
cured himself completely by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "It is a pleasure to report that
the cure was permanent." Hs name
is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Schaefor and
Red Cross Drug Store.
JOURNALISM WEEK
Columbia, Mo., May 12 Nearly the
entire state administration of Missou
ri will at some time during this week
attend Journalism Week at the Uni
versity of Missouri and according to
the program Governor Major, Lieuten-
ant Governor Painter, Secretary of
State Cornelius Roach and Attorney
General John T. Barker will take part
In the meetings and deliver addresses
Other state officials are also on the
list of speakers and among the visit-
ors from other states will be Gover-
nor James N. Cox of Ohio. The gath-
ering will continue until Friday.
INDIANA CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Indianapolis, May 12. Governor
Halston delivered the address of wel-ccm- e
at the opening session of the
seventy-fourt- h annual convention of
the Indiana Christian Missionary as-
sociation which opened here at the
Central Christian church today, to
in session until Thursday. In
conjunction with this convention the
superintendents of the Christian Sun-
day schools of the state are holding
their annual meeting.
season, with Harrisburg at Vincenne3,
Paducah at Cairo, Owensboro at Hop-kinsvil-le
and Henderson at Clarks-vlll- e.
Wednesday.
Maryland state championship tennis
tournament opens in Baltimore.
Phil Cross vs. Day Bronson, 10
rounds, at New York.
Thursday.
Opening of y race meeting of
Lagoon Fair and Racing association,
Salt Lake City.
Opening of Carolina golf champion
ship tournament at Columbia, S. C.
Purdue-Wisconsi- n outdoor track
meet at Madison, Wis.
Grover Hayes vs.. Steve Ketchell, 15
rounds, at Winnipeg.
Nebraska state baseball league
opens Its season, with Hastings at
Grand Island, Seward at Columbus,
York at Kearney and Superior at Fre.
mont.
Friday.
Wisconsin-Illinoi- s Varsity outdoor
track meet at Champaign, 111.
Gunboat Smith vs. Jess Willard, 20
rounds, at San Franciscoo.
Kansas state baseball league opens
its season, with Great Bend at Sa--
lina, Manhattan at Clay Center and
Junction City at Lyons.
Saturday.
"Frank Chance Day" celebration at
American league baseball park, Chi
cago.
Middle states intercollegiate ath-
letic championships at Easton, Pa.
Michigan-Syracus- e varsity outdoor
track meet at Ann Arbor.,
Johns Hopkins-Georgetow- n varsity
outdoor track meet at Baltimore.
Columbia-Princeto- n varsity outdoor
track meet at New York.
Harvard-Yal- e varsity outdoor track
meet at New Haven.
Cornell-Pennsylvan- varsity out-
door track meet at Philadelphia.
Interscholastic track and field' meet
at University of Illinois. -
Minnesota-Nebrask- a varsity out-
door track meet at Minneapolis.
Princeton-Annapoli- s boat race on
Lake Carnegie, Princeton.
Sallow complexion is due to a tor-
pid liver. HERB1NE purifies and
strengthens the liver and bowels and
restores the rosy bloom of health to
the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Cen-
tral Drug Co.
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SONS OF DESERT IN DALLAS
Dallas, Texas, May )2 The down-
town section of Dallas tsday resem-
bles a great court from the Orient.
Streets and buildings are profusely
decorated in flags and festoons of the
brightest oriental colors, while scim-iter- s
and the shields of Saladln are
everywhere in evidence. Railway sta-
tions, hole's and other public places
are thronged with betezzed visitors,
many of them dressed in full zouave
costume, and all of whom have come
to attend the thirty-nint- h annual eon-clav- e
of the imperial council, Ancient
Arabic Order Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine.
Each delegation arriving in the city
today was met by members of the lo-
cal reception committee and escort-
ed to headquarters. At noon a re-
ception and luncheon were given at
the Scottish Rite cathedral in honor
of Imperial Potentate William J.
Cuningham of Baltimore, and the oth-
er officers and members of the im-a-l
council. Various other features
of entertainment occupied the after-
noon. The official opening of the im-
perial counoil meeting will take place
tomorrow morning. Little business
is to come before the session this
year beyond the election of a tier of
officers and the granting of hew tem-
ple charters.
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OTPOINT gladiron
The iron others imitate.
The ideal iron!
No more oldtime, stoveheated, smudgy sad irons that took hours to heat,
only to cool too quickly. No more iln sweating, tiresome task of laboring: in a stuffy,
stifling kitchen. No mere the drerd of ironing-da- y and its after-fatigu-
Now women iron the HOTPOINT way. Take their work out1 in the shade
of the porch or a cool anteroom. Attach to any lamp socket and begin to iron.
- Element guaranteed ten years!
Entered at the postoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans-
mission through the United States
mails as second class matter.
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Six pound iron, Threefiftv.
HOTPOINT irons have a heavy metal soleplate that is non-warpin- g. High-
ly polished bottom and sides-- Asbestos heat-deflecto- r that prevents overheating of
top and forces heat back to bottom. Easily detachable plug with eight points of
contact. Wire connections securely cable-clampe- Cool, well shaped handle. At-
tached stand that saves all lifting.
An electric iron that's unequalled 6 lb. style $3.50; 3 lb., $3.00'.'
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FLY AGAIN
AVIATOR CALLS ATTENTION TO
THE MANY WHO HAVE PER-
ISHED THROUGH FALLS.
San Francisco, May 12. Lincoln
Beachey will never fly again, accord-
ing to a statement made at the
Olympic club here last night.
"You could not make me enter au
aeroplane at the point of a gun," be
solemnly declared. "I'm done. Look."
He held up a roster of aviators. Those
who have died were marked with an
asterisk. Beachey looked at the list
for some time in silence, and then be-
gan to read the names.
"Wilbur Wright," (that was the
first one). "He died a natural death;
the only one in the list. Her are
those that were smashed Todd
Shriver, Moissant, Ely, Johnstone,
Hoxsey, Welsh, Friesbie, Parmalee,
Gill, Badger, Harriett Quimby," and
12 others. "Those dead boys were
like brothers to me. In Chicago last
September Kearney's mother begged
me not to teach him any more tricks.
Kearney, who was there, turned to
her and said: 'Mother, : must be a
top liner in this game. I must be as
good as Beachey or take a buck seat.
I must try the same tricks he does."
"Poor boy three months later he
was dead.
"The wife of Walsh begged him to
cut out the spiral. "Beachey does
them,' he said, 'I must do them if I
and to get the money.'
"Charlie was doing- - the reverse
spiral two weeks later at Trenton,
N. J. A wire snapped; they picked
him up dead. I was in Albuquerque,
N. M.., at the time; Curtis wired me.
I was not scared. I knew nothing
would happen to me. But I felt that
I had murdered poor Charlie.
"A few days later his body passed
through Albuquerque in the train
with his widow and two fatherless
babes. Mrs. Wa'ish became hysteri-
cal.
" 'You made Charlie do it.' she said.
Some time later I sent some tickets
to Mrs. Ely. She sent back the tic-
kets, writing:
" ' Eugene would be with me
now if I had never seeji you fly.' "
TIIRFF. BIS VAUDEVILLE
ACTS ATI!!!: BOTE
EIGHTEENTH ROAD SHOW WILL
MAKE" ITS APPEARANCE
THIS EVENING.
Tonight at the Browne theater the
eighteenth road vaudeville show will
make Its appearance. This show will
be given in three excellent acts. Tne
first act will be given by Kelly and
Mack, two Irishmen, who will pull off
some interesting and humorous acts
and present the farce comedy "Mui-cahey- 's
Mishap." This act will be
full of the wit that usually goes
with the Irish. The second act will
be presented by Ed Ames in a loop
the loop dance. This dance is most
extraordinary and Is worth seeing.
The last act will be another dancing
stunt presented by Du Paw, a clas-
sic dancer. Moving picture also will
be shown tonight. The first per-
formance will begin at T:Z0 o'clock.
WOMAN ACCUSED .OF
KILLING HUSBAND
MRS. CAYETANO SILVA DE ORTIZ
OF PUERTO DE LUNA BOUND
TO THE GRAND JURY
Charged with the murder of her
husband, Fernando Ortiz, Mrs. Caye-tan- o
Silva de Ortiz will be brought
to trial at the fall term of the district
court for Guadalupe county at Santa
Rosa. The woman, after a hearing
before a Justice of the peace at Puer-
to de Luna last Saturday, 'was bound
to the grand jury and released upon
a bond of $2,500, according to Charles
Hedgcock, a prominent young attor-
ney of Santa Rosa, who attended the
hearing.
Ortiz died on April 24, after having
been lying at the point of death for
several weeks aB the result of wounds
inflicted by his wife. Mrs. Oftiz ad-
mits having shot her husband, but
says she did so in self defense. Her
story is ag follows:
"For several days my husband had
been acting queerly, and I believed
that he was becoming insane.. One
day he came into the bouse p. seiz-
ed me, trying to choke me. I fought
People may talk scornfully of poli-
ticians, but what could we do without
them when it came to planning a hall
of fame? More than five thousand
students and alumni of the University
of Wisconsin have been voting upon
v names ot distinguished graduates
whose portraits are to bo hung where
they may inspire others to grand
achievement. Five of the nineteen
chosen are Senators La Fol!ettetnnd
CJapp, Governor AlcGorern, and
Vi'iaa find Spooner. Another
is the new commissioner of corpora-
tions. Literature accounts" for half a
CARELESS PICNICKERS CAUSE OF
A STUBBORN BLAZE ON THE
FOOTHILLS YESTERDAY.
A fire that raged in the canyon
west of the Masonic cemetery nearly
all day yesterday was extinguished
this morning toy a party of men who
were sent out by the Las Vegas grant
board. The fire evidently started
sometime yesterday morning. By yes-
terday evening the fire had spread
over a radius of one mile, but had not
burned any considerable amount of
timber. ' , .. ;,
According " to '.tf part's brought in
thit morning the fire was started by
a number 6f picnickers who had been
fif that part of "the range yesterday
morning and had built a ,camp fire.
They probably left it burning and
with the brisk wind that passed over
that section yesterday afternoon, a
large fire was started. This 13 typi
cal1 of the many forest fires that have
been started by careless persons and
which have spread1 over large forests
and destroyed large amounts of valu-
able timber.
J. W. Clay was sent out last night
to put out the fire and after hard
work on the part of himself and his
helpers, finally succeeded in putting
out the flames early today. A num
ber of Las Vegas people visited the
place yesterday and a party went out
last night to view the cou"Jagration.
vv:hile watching the fire tnis party
came near being scorched, as a
large tree which was burning fell
within a few feet of them, causing
fire to catch to the dry leaves and
spread rapidly towards them. The
party, which was composed of three
young men from the Y. M. C. A., got
out of the wayafter stumbling over
rocks and burnt brush.
Jim Clay and his bunch of workers
put in a hard "night trying to extin- -
guish the flames, and finally
ceeded at about 3 o'clock this morn
ing. The people who started the fire
yesterday morning deserve punish-
ment, and if caught may be made an
example to other campers this year.
The timber destroyed belonged to the
Las Vegas grant.
As the fishing and camping season
is about to (begin, every person who
contemplates a trip to the woods
should read the following rules for
forest fire prevention:
1. Be sure your match Is out be-
fore you throw it away.
.2 Knock out your pipe ashes or
throw your cigar or cigarette stump
where there is nothing to catch fire.
3. Don't build a camp fire any larg
er than 13 absolutely necessary, wev-e- r
leave it even for a short time with-
out putting it out with water or earth
i. Don't build a camp fir6
against a tree or a log. Build a small
one where you can scrape away the
leaves or grass from all Bides
of it.
5. Don't build bonfires. The wind
may come up at any time and start
a fire you cannot control.
G. If you discover a fire, put it
out if possible; if you can't, get word
t the; nearest United States forest
ranger or state fire warden just as
Quickly as you possibly can.
ANHUT FACES BRIBERY CHARGE.
New York, May 12. John Nichol-
son Anhut,, the 'lawyer indicted for
bribery in an alleged attempt to se-
cure the release of Harry K. Thaw
from the Matteawan asylum, was ar-
raigned for rial today before Justice
Seagury in the criminal branch of
the supreme court, The indictment
and trial of Anhut come as a sequel
of the investigation instituted by Gov-
ernor Sulzer into the activities of
several persons connected with an al-
leged conspiracy in behalf, of Thaw.
The charge against the lawyer is
largely based, it is understood, upon
testimony given .by Dr. John W. Rus- -
sell, formerly superintendent 'of the
Matteawan institution, who sal.1 that
Anhut had offered him a bribe ot
125,000 to say that Thaw Sva!sane.
Dr. Russell is expected to be the
chief witness at the trial. Harry K.
Thaw has also beeh'summoned to ap-
pear in court tomorrow to tell what
he knows of the case.
TEXAS MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION
San Angelo, Tex., May 12. That
22,10 heathen had been converted
through the activities initiated by the
Texas missionary societies during the
past year was the assertion of Dr.
Frederick D, Kersher, president of the
Texas Christiaa Christian Missionary
association, which met here today.
Delegates from the hundreds of socie--
Oeloimected with the denomination
are attending the four-da- y annual con- -
vmlUKi
00, a gain of a shade to VnV4,,
touched .89 and: rose to 90. The
close was easy with. Juiy net
lower at SK,
July corn opened cent higher at
56, sold at 5C and then ad-- ,
vanced to 56. The- close was easy
at 50 fou July, a not gain of .
July oatSj which started a sixteenth
to
.up.at 35ao 35, reached
."26.
Plentiful receipts of hogs weakened
provisions:- First sales were unchang-
ed to 12.cents down with July $19.20
for pork; $10.75 for- lard and $10.95
for ribs;
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 89; July 89; Sep-
tember 57;
Corn, May 56 ;. July 56; Septem-ber ,57.".
Oats, May 37 ;: July 36; Septem-ber. 36.
Pork, May $19.
.37; July $19.25;.
September $19.05. .
Lard; May $1030; July 10.77;.
September $10.82.
Ribs, May $11.47; July $11.02;;
September $10..8T.
PUT ENOUGH STAMPS
ON FOREIGN KAIL
OTHER NATIONS KICK ON SHORT
POSTAGE ON AMERICAN BUS-
INESS LETTERS
Washington, May 12. The depart
ment of commerce is receiving com-
plaints in increasing numbers from
business men in foreign countries
against the short postage on letters
received from the United States.
These foreign merchants aver that
the double postage which they are re-
quired to pay on letters from America
is so annoying that it turns much
trade away from our country.
Commercial Agent Thompson writes
to the department from Marseilles
that the larsre French importers re- -
about half the American corres -
pondenee comes with only a two-ce-
stamp affixed. Thus an unfavorable
impression is created. The rate on
letters to France is five cents for
each additional ounce or fraction
thereof.
A mercantile firm at Buenos Aires,
in calling attention to the receipt of
so many, letters from the United
States with two-cen- t stamps only
thereon, for which they must pay" a
fine, suggests to the American consul
there: "We suppose that this is due
to a wrong interpretation of the pos-
tal rates very general among the com-meric-
circles of your country. In
view of the enormous increase in
commercial exchange with the coun-
try you represent, we recommend that
you take the necessary measures to
correct this deficiency, which will not
develop commerce with Argentina."
Similar complaints have reached
the department from Africa, Austra-
lia, and many other parts of the world
and the statement is usually added
that short-pai- d letters from the Uni-
ted States are beginning to be re-
fused.
It has been suggested that the sim-
ple device of using a special colored
envelope for foreign letters would pre- -!
vent the oversight of short postage.
Many firms have already adopted this
method with success.
TO OPEN AQUEDUCT
Los Ange'es, Calif., May 12. One
of the largest and in many respects
the most wonderful water works sys-
tem in the world is to be formally
opened by this city, this week and the
municipal celebration of that event
be?an today. The aqueduct with its
system of five storage reservoirs, is
235 miles in length, and is designed
to carry a daily supply of 258,000,000
gallons from the Sierra Nevada moun-
tains southward across the great Mo-jav- e
desert, under the Sierra Madre
range and into the San Fernando Val-lev- ,
25 miles northwest of the city
From there the water needed for do-
mestic' consumption will be carried
through a six-fo- steel pipe into the
ity's present distribution mains. The
system comprises the longest aque-Juc- t
in the world. The cost of the en
tire undertaking is estimated at more
than $20,000,000.
TEXAS FEDERATION MEETS.
Port Arthur, Texas, May 12. Dele-
gates from many of the principal cit-
ies and towns in Texas assemblbed
here today on the opening of the six-
teenth annual convention of the State
Federation of Labor. Sessions will
continue through the greater part of
tha week. The annual reports of the
officers show gratifying gains in the
membership of the etate and local
labor bodies of Texas during the past
year. :.
iLS&SE
him off. and we both fell to the floor.
Fearing he would again get a grip upr
on my throat, I called for help. Mar- -
celino. Duran, a neighbor, ran in and
made my husband let me go. Duran
went away. My husband again :riod
to seize me and I shot him with a re
volver which we always kept in the
house. I shot to prevent my husband
from killing me."
Ortiz and his wife lived in the
country several miles from Puerto, de
Luna, It is thought the woman will
stick, to her story throughout the
trial. The- state, through District At-
torney Charles W. G. Ward, is., pre-
paring to. prosecute the case, strenu-
ously..
"LET ALASKA FURNISH
COAL FOR THE NAVY"
THIS IS THE SUGGESTION. QF A
RAILWAY OFFICIAL, QF
THE TERRITORY..
Washington, May 12. Government
coal reservations in Alaska, for the
exclusive use of the United States
navy were advocated today before the
senate territories commutes hy F.
G, Jemmett, treasurer of. tha Alaskan
northern railway.
Mr. Jemmett declared" it cost the
government about $8.50. to. take east-
ern coal to San Francisco and Seattle
If the Alaska fields war developed),
he said, the cost would' b materially
lessened and the PaciSIc coast naval
stations would he ablo to, keep unlim-
ited Bupplies on hand! Mr. Jemmett
argaed that fiactically all the coal '
taken an.und ( ape Horn for na-- ' we
was carried In foreign bottoms, which
would he unavailable In time of war. j
Former Secretaries V.vyai un Fish
or, he added, had approved the Idea
of reservations and had given, opin-
ions that a presidential order was all
that was necessary.'
KANSAS CiTY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, May li Cattle, re
ceipts 700. Market steady to 10 cents
higher. Native steers $7.358.7f.:
southern steers $G7.85; southern
cowa and heifers $4. 50ff 7. 50; native
cows and heifers $4.508i30; stock-er- s
and feeders $6.508; bulls $5.75
7.35; calves $6.510; western
steers $6.758.35; western cows
$4.50if-7.25- .
Hogs, receipts 8,000. Market stea-
dy Dulk of sales $8.208.35; heavy
$8.158.25; packers and butchers
$8.258.35; lights $3.20Tr8.35; pigs
' ' '$6.757.50.
, Sheep, receipts ll.WO. Market, stea- -
dy. Muttons $56. 60; Colorado lambs
$G.758.4a;. range wethers, and year-
lings $5.50g7i.75; range ewe3 $a
6.25..
NEW YORK. STOCK EXCHANGE
New York,. May 12. With early
speculation so dull as to give promise
of the' smallest day's business of the
year, the traders found it difficult to
attract a following on either the short
or the long sides, by concentrating on
special, stocks.
The holiday abroad and' the possi-
bility of important decisions today by
the supreme court restricted business,
soma selling; was caused by the fall-Som-
selling was caused by the fall-th- e
spread: of labor troubles and the
unfavorable- Steel tonnage figures,
publiiilied! after the' close Saturday,
but prices soon steadied and' the later
movement "was. alternately up and
down, within a narrow range. The
sugar1 stocks showed exceptional
weakness.. American sugar lost 2 and
Beet Sugar 1. Bonds were steady.
Some of the coal; shares continued
to reflect unceasiness with the threat-
ened prosecution by the government.
Jersey Central broke 20 jioints to 300
and Pennsylvania! scold at 111, a new
lowrecord. Pressure was also effect-
ive- against Harvester preferred and
the Virginia-Carolin- a chemical issues.
The stagnation! in business in the
afternoon was relieved for' a while by
a sel'iing move in which the active
list declined a point or more. Read-
ing sold A ana Lehigh Valley be-
low Saturday's close. ,
The markei closed heavy. Bearish
sentiment was Increased by the stea-
dily falling revel of investment shares,
many of which established new low lev-
els. In all there were 3 5 stoeks of
various classes, which sold at low fig-
ures for the year. Prices did not vary
much in the final hour, but the list
continued depressed and endrfd around
The last., sales werej f,
Amalgamated Copper A.-;- , 74
Sugar . . . IV. . ...-.. .Y-i!?- !; . .m-y- .
Atchison . ; ..' . .:l"-';.t;:.'v.-. ;S4
Reading. ... 7.'. ....... J. .',159
Southern Pacific '.'. 95
Union Pacific '.,.148
United States Steel 59 V8
United States Steel, pfd 105
CHICAGO BOARD OF iTRADE
Chicago, May 10. Wheat .prices has-
tened today by the United States vis-
ible supply statement, ' were expected
to show a decrease; -- World ship-
ments were larger than looked for,
but the effect was offset by the fact
that supplies on passage exhibited a
falling off. Chances for lowering
of domestic crcjp prospects' encouraged
the hulls. The opening; was 'iiijebang-c-d
to up, July; artjedVtiiQ to
, V .:nV fear-!,- ,
dozen names also, if under this head
may be put the first editor of the Wis-
consin Magazine, one college Journa-
list "known for his fight for clean
athletics In colleges," and one "ora-
tor and dramatist." Indeed, if we
reckon In university debating, liter
ature forges ahead of politics. This
leaves only three places for athletes,
two for physicians, and one for educa-
torsthe 'latter, of course, held by
President Van Hise. Wisconsin lawyers
of e are as scarce as cler-
gymen, inventors, and social work-
ers. The much-heralde- d relations be-
tween this university and the state
is thus once more demonstrated.
New York Post.
o
CAPTAIN COURT MARTIALED.
New York, May 12. A naval court
martial to try Captain Roy C. Smith,
commander of the battleship Arkan-
sas, and Lieutenant W. W. Smythe,
acting navigator of that vessel, opened
at the New York navy yard today.
The charges against Captain Smith
are that on February n, while com-
manding the Arkansas, he improper-
ly hazarded his vessel and ran it on
an uncharted reef in the vicinity of
Ceiba Bank, off the southern coast of
Cuba. The charges against Lleuten-- !
ant Smythe involve the questions of
wifetber he failed in his duty as act- -
ins navigator ,In that he did not fix
the position of the ship by exact
Jmcthoda and whether he failed to in-
form the captain of the distance at
which the ship would pass the chart-
ed position of tha Khoal.
MOTOR BANDIT ON TRIAL.
Chicago, Til., May 12. For the sec-
ond time within a month, Robert
WeTib, the confessed leader of the
s ang of motor bandits who terrorized
VHiicago last fall, today appeared In
.Jm7ge Kcreten's court to stand trial
n a charge of first degree murder.
The charge Is based on the slaying
of Detective Teter Hart, who was shot
and kilied when he ientered a South
.ide flat and attempted to arrest
w,rb. At the f'.rot trial of the casei
tt;f jury wna unsiMa to agree on a ver--
See Us For
Everything In
Dry Goods
Shots
Suits
Coats
Dresses
Notions
Hats
Underwear
Suit Cases
Furnishings for Men and
Women of All Kinds '
Try Us
BacharacHs
BANIIJMO - GOOO SERVICE
PERSONALS
BOARDING HOUSE
BURGLAR IS If you desire to avail yourself
of this kind of banking service, we will be glad to have you da
your banking with us. '
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT
THE PEOPLES BANK;. TRUST CO.
Capital - - - - - - SIH.OOO
CAUGHT
Senator J. S. uarK left this after-
noon for Watrous on a few days' busi-
ness visit.
William White left this afternoon
for Sands where he will be on busi-
ness for the next few days. "
Judge David J. Leahy will go to-
morrow to Raton where he will spend
several days on business.
Henry Springer of Cimarron left
this afternoon for that place after
having been a visitor in the city for'
the past few days.
C. A. Johnson, traveling auditor for
the Santa Fe Railway company, came
in this afternoon for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Bowen and chil-
dren returned this afternoon from
California where they have been on
ii
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A Full Assortment of
SIDY BLOUSES
Norfolk styles with Fatent
Leather Belts,Tennis style,
Sailor style, with white,
red and blue collars. Also
various other styles at
Hoffman & Graubarih
Aecali tor the NEW IDEA 10c Pittcrai
PHONE MAIN 104
TWO BASEBALL GAMES
AT AMUSEMENT PARK
SUPERS DEFEATED BY THE
FREIGHTS; EAST SIDE LOSES
Tp WEST SIDE
Blues, 9; Reds, 3.
Supers, 23; Freights, 10.
Baseball has started in earnest now,
and the fans are at last rubbing their
eyes and coming to 'the party. Yes-
terday afternoon at Amusement park
two games were played. The boys
from the Santa Fe superintendent's
office played a five-innin- game with
the boys from the freight house, and
the East Las Vegas Reds mixed with
the West side Blues for five innings.
The first game resulted in favor of
the 'superintendent's boys, who de-
feated the freight smashers and
clerks by the score of 2i to 10. The
game was interesting although a walk
away for the superintendent bunch.
On account of the weakness of the
teams the batteries were changed a
number of times during the game.
McPhate, Tillman, Elledge and Grin-slad- e
put on the best stunt for the
freight office bunch, while Huick and
Selover pushed and stopped for the
Supers.
The game between the boys from
the opposite sides of the Galllnas start-
ed at about 4 o'clock. The lack of
practice was again shown by the East
side boys and shown vividly. The
West side bunch continually slipped
it. over the Reds, both in batting and
head work. By some mysterious mir
acle the game was at last finished
without any argument- from either
team and the score was 9 to 3 in the
Blues' favor.
Pete Salazar and Nieto composed
the batter for the Blues. Ling and
handled the job for the Reds
until the fourth inning when Ettin-ge- r
received a hard crack on the hand
which caused him to retire. "Doc"
Oerard was substituted for the rest of
the game.
STRATTON'S BAD RECORD
Davenport, Iowa, May 12. Clyde
Stratton, under arest at Pekin, 111.,
who recently escaped from the Leav-
enworth federal prison by crawling
through a sewer, has been indicted
for burglary, robbery and murder in
Rock Island, 111.
The Indictment was made public to-
day. It is claimed Thomas Jefferson,
held for the robbery of the bank of
Silvia, December 17, 1912, has confes-
sed that Stratton assisted him to rob
the bank by beating up the owner, J.
Ii E. Crowder, who later died of .his
Injuries. Pekin authorities promise
today to turn Stratton over to Roclc
Island county.
a vacation for the past few weeks.
Ben Williams, chief special officer
for the Santa Fe Railway company,
came in this afternoon from Ala
(juerque for a short business visit.
Claieuce Iden and Crus Speicher,
accompanied by J. H. York and
George Fleming, 'eft yesterday morn-
ing for Mora where they spent the
'day.
Rev. Father N. Di Matteo, manager
of La Revista Catolii-a- , left this af-
ternoon for Denver v,ne.re he will be
for the next two months on busi-
ness.
Frank" Holmes, representative for
Newton Milling and Elevator
company, was a business visitor at
the local stores today, selling Boss
Patent flour.
Mrs. J. M. Chambers of Trinidad
came in this afternoon from her
home for a few weeks' visit with her
'daughter-in-law- , Mrs. D. L. Chambers
of this city.
Deputy District Attorney Chester
Hunker left this afternoon for San
Jose where he will be on business for
a few days. Mr. Hunker will investi-
gate the killing of Gabriel Gallegos.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal Univer-
sity, 'left yesterday afternoon for a
tour of the state. Dr. Roberts will
deliver the commencement address
for the Artosia high school on next
Friday evening. He will be a busi-
ness visitor at Portales, Clovis, Ros-wel- l,
Carlsbad and other places in
the southern part of the state
TODAY'S' BASEBALL
National League
Chicago at New York; clear.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia; clear,
Cincinnati at Brooklyn; clear.
St. Louis at Boston; clear.
American League
Philadelphia at Chicago; clear.
New York at Cleveland; clear.
Washington at St. Louis; clear.
Boston at Detroit; clear.
American Association
Columbus at Toledo; clear. --
St. Paul at Milwaukee; rain.
Minneapolis at Kansas City; cloudy.
Western League
St. Joseph at Topeka; clear.
Des Moines at Wichita; clear.
Sioux City at Lincoln; cloudy. .
Omaha at Denver; clear.
SUNDAY'S GAMES
National League
None scheduled.
American League
Boston, 5; Detroit, 4.
Cleveland, 7; New York, 2.
St. Louis, 7; Washington, 3.
Chicago,, 4; Philadelphia, 3.
Western League
Omaha, 12; Denver, 2
St. Joseph, 5; Topeka, 4.
Lincoln, 4; Sioux City, 0.
Des Moines, 6; Wichita, 4.
American Association
Columbus, 4 ; Toledo, 1.
St. Paul, 1; Milwaukee, 11.
Minneapolis, 1; Kansas City, 2
Indianapolis, 0; Louisville, 8.
National League.
Club Won Lost Pet
Philadelphia 12 6 Ml
Brooklyn . 14 8 .636
Chicago 15 10 .600
St. Louis 13 10 .565
New York 10 11 .47G
Pittsburg 10 14 .417
Boston 8 ,12 .400
Cinpinnati 6 17 .261
.. .American League.
H. R. Titlow of Sapel'io was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
A. A. Sena left this morning for his
ranch at Ga'ilinas Springs on a short
business visit.
J. H. Fisher of Albuquerque came
in yesterday afternoon for a few days'
business visit.
Mrs. J. S. Little of Mora came in
yesterday afternoon for a few days'
visit in Las Vegas.
J. H. Howry, . a prominent cattle
man of Denver, was a business visit-
or in Las Vegas yesterday.
E. R. Hamacker of Marceline, Mo.,
came in last night for a few days'
business Visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Allen of Trini-
dad came in yesterday evening for a
few days' visit with friends here.
E. E. Johnson, the land man, came
in yesterday afternoon from Spring-
er after a short business visit there.
J. M. Kelley and Albert Denton--o- f
Rociada were business visitors in the
city yesterday. They left today for
home.
S. C. Johnson and P. P. Jones of
Wichita, Kan., arrived in Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon for a few days'
huc:iTiss visit
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lloyd of Santa
Fe drove in yesterday afternoon in j
their auto for a short visit here. They
left this morning for their home.
Attorney W. G. Haydon returned
yesterday afternoon from Texas
where he has been for the past week
on a business trip.
Sirs. Lewis returned yesterday af-
ternoon from Santa Fe where she has
been for the past week as the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman.
Adolphus Busch, the retired Lrew-er- ,
and his family were passengers
on train No. 2 last night on their way
from Pasadena, Calif., to St. Louis.
Air. Buseh and his family traveled in
private Pullman Bionde.llo.
Max Krause of Mora came in Sat-
urday evening for a few days' busi-
ness visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Krause
is a well known business man of
Mora.
Charles Hedgcock or Santa Rosa '
came in Saturday evening for a few
days' visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C: V. Hedgcock of this city. He
i& now established in law practice
and is popular in Santa Rosa.
Mrs. T. J. Scott, accompanied by
her daughter, Mrs. D. A. Syme, left
this afternoon for Denver where they
will spend a few weeks visiting rela-
tives, and then go to Lincoln, Neb.,
for a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Secundlno Romero
left this morning for the Romero
ranch 25 miles southeast of this city.
They will remain at the ranch a short
time. Mr. Romero Is on the way to
Santa Rosa on official business.
Cecilio Rosenwald left Saturday
night for Trinidad where he met his
father, E. Rosenwald, who is Just re-
turning from Kansas' City where he
has been for the past six weeks. Mr.
Rosenwald and his son arrived here
this evening.
Miss Maurine Harper returned yes-
terday afternoon from LIndsborg,
Kan., where she has been for the
past winter and spring attending
Bethany college. Miss Harper Is a tal
ented musician and probably will re-
enter the college for more training
next season.
Jelyleil ieipe
Ooiy Two Egjjs Required
Bv Turs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
tlie Boston Cooking School Magazine
This Jelly Roll is fast becoming very
popular on account of the way it keeps
fresh. With proper handling it should
keep fresh a whole week, providing it
Isn't eaten up in the meantime, fur itis
every bit as good a9 it looks. 33
3
KC Jelly Bull
One cup sifted four scant half tea-
'sfoonful salt ; level teanfooxfuls K C
Baking Powder; grated rind of 1
Semen; S eggs beaten light; 1 cup sugar;
cup hot milh; glacs of jelly; pow-
dered sugar.
Beat the sugar into the eggs; add the
lemon rind, then the flour, sifted three
tims with the salt and baking powder;
and, lastly, the milk. Bake in a but-
tered dripping pan; turn out on a damp
cloth, trim off the crisp edges; spread
with jelly and turn over and over into
a roll while still warm. Dredge the top
with powdered sugar.
Hot milk used in the jelly roll en-
ables It to be rolled without danger of
cracking. Have the milk scalding hot,
also be careful to have the eggs and
su;rar beaten together until very light
and creamy. Bake in a moderate oven.
K C Jelly koll is illustrated on page
thirty-tw- o of the new and handsomely
illustrated K C Cook's Book,
which may be secured by sending
the certificate packed in every nt
can of K' C' taking Powder to the
Jaqubs Mm, Co., Chicago, 111.
THOMAS SMITH, AFTER BEING AR-
RESTED, PLEADS GUILTY AND
IS SENTENCED
Thomas Smith, one of the most dar-
ing burglars who have ever been in
Las Vegas, was arested yesterday af-
ternoon at 1 o'clock by Chief of Po-
lice Ben Coles on the charge of rob-
bing a number of the rooming houses
o the city, and this morning, when
brought before Justice D. R. Murray,
pleaded guilty, waived preliminary
hearing and was turned over to the
district court. Smith waived the right
of investigation by a grand jury and
pleaded guilty to burglary when taken
subsequently before District Judge L
J. Leahy who sentenced him to from
18 months to two years in the peni-
tentiary,
Smith had been in Las Vegas only
three weeks and had been employed
during that time by Nissou and Sack-ma- n
as a painter. He was a first
class painter as well as a good me-
chanic. His home, Smith stated, is
in Philadelphia.
Saturday night at about midnight
f.mith started on his round of rob-
beries and met with success at all
the places he visited with the excep
tion of a room in La Pension hotel.
Smith entered the room occupied by
John Hicks of Santa Itosa in that hos-
telry and the accupant, hearing a
noise, demanded of the intruder what
he wanted. Smith took fright and
left the hotel on the run. He then
visited Room No. 17 in the Central
hotel and stole there a watch and
8.40 in money.
Smith's next move was to visit the
Printer rooming house on Railroad
avenue, and there he made his big-te-
haul. The room he entered at
this place wa3 occupied by C. J.
Rich, and Smith, after picking up a
watch valued at $25 and a small
amount of money, left for the John
SLank rooming house where he en-
tered the room occupied by Mrs. Eli-
zabeth Rohrbough, who at that time
was engaged in her duties at
the Bismarck restaurant. Smith took
from this room several small trinkets
and a box of letters. This house, is
on Douglas, near Railroad avenue.
There are no more robberies atri-bute- d
to Smith, although he may have
tried to steal in several other places.
Chief of Police Ben Coles was noti-
fied of the robberies yesterday morn
ing at 9 o'clock and began working on
the case at once. By 1 o'clock in the
afternoon Coles had spotted his man
and captured in a room above the
Model restaurant on Railroad avenue.
Smith had all the stolen property In
his possession when captured, an.l,
seeing that everything was against
him, said that he was guilty. He
was taken to the city lockup.
The chief then went to his office
and began examining the stolen ar-
ticles. While thus engaged somebody
called up and notified him of a rob-
bery. Coles asked what had besj
lost, and, after receivig the informa-
tion, informed the inquirier that be
had the property at his office. Eve--
person who had been touched, with
one exception, called up the chief yes-- i
terday after the robber had been
caught. Only quick work on the part
ot Chief Coles made it possible to
land the' thief.
Smith declared that he was drunk
at the time he committed the crimes
but he evidently is old in the game,
as on Friday night he entered a room
in the Weaver rooming house on Rail-
road avenue and Informed the pro-
prietor that he was a call boy and that
he was looking for an engineer. His
whole make-u- p shows that he is a
crook, and a slick one at that. As
hla trade Is that of a painter he will
now be employed in the state peni
tentiary for two years painting
Smith's availing himself of the right
to waiae Investigation by a grand jury
and trial in district court during the
regular term saved the county an ex-
pense of about $200. It also probably
secured- for him greater leniency at
the hands of the judge. The new law
under which such act'.on may ijo tak-
en by an accused man Is working ex-
cellently. Several such pleas have
been received in San Miguel county
since the last regular term of the dis-
trict court.
The Santa Fe concert given at the
Y. M. C. A. last Saturday evening by
the Wooden orchestra was well at-
tended. The concert was excellent
in every respect and was appreciated
by all those present. The program
of the evening consisted of numbers
of every description, and the whole
company showed that tiiey were
": ' ''
Assistant Secretary
Batchelor, Clemente Padilla, Jose
E. Veeder, Jose Felix Esquibel.
and 15 Cents
SPEND
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I
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In an Irish laughable adsurd-it- y
44Milcahey's Mishaps"
This act consists of Singing and Dancing,
Knockabout Comedy, Cornet and Violin So-
los, Rapid Fire Wooden Shoe Cevne Dancing
EWHAN SAYS HE
UN HAKE THE
II L1UE11
LIGHTWEIGHT BOXER TELLS HIS
FRIENDS NOT TO WORRY
ABOUT THAT 133 POUNDS
Louis Newman, the lightweight box-
er, held a special dress rehearsal yes-
terday afternoon at the Pastime pool
hall. A large crowd attended and
went away well pleased with the Las
Vegas boy, Newman boxed four
rounds witli Peni!y Chavez and show-
ed up well against the champion ban-
tamweight. He also boxed with a
number of other boys and got some
good practice.
With reference to the statement
that has been about the city for the
past few days that Newman would be
unable to make the weight for his
bout with Bud Boyd Friday night,
Newman stated yesterday that he
would easily make the necessary
wegiht and would he in perfect con
dition. Newman Is a clever lad and
will put up a good fight is the gen
eral opinion of the fans.
Bud Boyd also worked out last
night and showed up in better form
than ever before since he began train
ing here. Boyd put one boxer out
weighing him 50 pounds to sleep last
night. Fred Shutt wa3 the unfortun
ate. Boyd did not Intend to lay out
the heavyweight, hut made a slip and
landed a jolt to the jaw which put
Shutt on the sleepy list for a few
minutes. On account of a broken
hand "Ev" Winters of Raton was un
able to come here and act as Boyd's
elparring partner. He telephoned
Boyd to that effect Saturday evening.
Bud will now be forced to rely on'the
local boys for support and a number
of them have volunteered to help.
Boyd showed more speed last night
ai the Couer pool hall than he has dis
played heretofore and also showed
that he has a punch. He will continue
to work out this week until Thursday
when' he will go easy and be prepared
for a hard battle on Friday night
The tickets for the event are going
fast, and a record-breakin- g crowd is
expected. The interest is growing
many fans having planned to be pres-
ent.
john imlgoui DIES
AFTER LONG ILLNESS
WAS CONSIDERED THE 3EST
STONE MASON AND CARVER
IN NEW MEXICO
Yesterday evening at 6:3-- o'clock
John Malcolm, long a resident ff Las
Vegas, died of ailments that had been
troubling him for some time. Mr. Mal
colm was 57 years of age and had
been a resident of Las Vegas for the
past 15 years. He was born In Poit-adou- n
In the' county of Aramough hi
Ireland and spent the larger paTt of
his youth In Belfast, where he learned
the trade of sculpturing and stone
carving in which he was urns of the
best in New Mexico. He carved the
eagles on the front of the city hall.
,;Mr. Malcolm came to the United
States 17 years ago and was a resident
of Denver for two years, after which
ho came to this city. 113 was well
known ia. Las Vegas and has many
friends here who mourn his death
Mr. Malcolm is survived by two sis-
ters, Mrs. W. J. McDonald of this
city and Mrs. D. R. McCall of Belfast,
Ireland. Mr. Malcolm had been con-
nected with the firm of MacDonald
and Malcolm for a number of years,
and was considered the best stone
mason In the state. Arrangements for
the funeral have not been male!
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
SALESLADY wanted in dry goods
store. Only woman of experience
and ability need apply. Address in-
quiries K care of Optic.
Loop the Loop Dancer
Admission, 10
Your Time and Strength Cleaning House
In the Old Way
Let the VACUUM CLERUER do it for you in
a few hours without displacing a single article
of furniture.
All dust and dirt removed by drawing it
through a, hose connected with a machine out-
side of the house;by means of a gasoline engine.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Club Won Lost Pet
Philadelphia , 16 , 6 .762
" "Cleveland 17 7 .708
Washington 13 7 .650
Chicago . 16 11 .E93
St. Louis 1 11 15 .423
Boston 9 14 .391
Detroit 7 18 .280
New York 5 17 227
"TyTt
V ' MAY
' 27-28-- 29
1913
'ff
For Estimates Phone
Western League.
Club
. Won Lost Pet
'Denver 16 4 .800
St. Joseph 14 7 .667
Lincoln 12 7 .622
Omaha 10 10 .500
Des Moines 9 11 AM
Topeka 7 12 .268
Sioux City 7 12 .36S
Wichita - '4 16 .200
P Iain
HfHifHfttfnmtnnWrffmmoifjnimTnmmTmnniminm Bhe LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
SHORT ORDERS AN O RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
75he OPTIC
'!
jj
MIT SOCIETY DIRECTORYr
Confid the UMAKMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &A. M. Reeular r.nm.ence is
munication first and
third Thursday In
L. o. O. MOOSE Meets second aai
fourth Thursday evening eal
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visitor
brothers cord'.ally Invited. Dr.
W. Houf, Dictator; J. Tbonriu.
Secretary.
COLUMN )(j l J j yk each month. Visitingbrothers cordially in-
vited. Wm. P. Mills,RATES W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.
FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-- .
TI8EMENT8Companion of LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
vv-- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Ree- -
i E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B Met every first
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at s
o'clock p. ni Visiting brothers ars
cordially invited. Isaac AppeL
President; Charles Greenelay, Sec
retary.
iji alar conclave ice d Tues- -
Five cent per ;!ne eacn inrtlort.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. Al! ativertls mrntt charfled
will be booked at space actually sat,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
jy--'-- day in each month at Ma-
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
KlakeL E. C; Chas. Tarn me.
access LAS VEGAS CHAPTER MO. 3, ROY-
AL ARCH MASONS Regi lar con
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets everj Monday evening at
. their hall on Sixth street All visit-
ing brethren cordially invited to at-
tend. P. D. Fries, N.. G.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.: T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truster
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S
SALE.
State of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial
District, County of San Miguel. In
the District Court.
The Marion Steam Shovel Company,
a corporation, Plaintiff, vs. Oscar
B. Underwood, The William Creek
Irrigation Company, a corporation.
The Willow Creek Irrigation Com-
pany, a corporation, The Camfieli
Development Company, a corpora-
tion, The Naramore-Underwoo- d
Construction Company, a corpora-
tion, Defendants, fio. 7479.
Whereas, in that certain action in
the District Court of the Fourth Judi-
cial District of the State of New Mex-
ico, sitting within and for the county
of San Miguel, wherein the Marlon
iiteam Shovel Company, a corpora-
tion, is plaintiff and oscar B. Under-
wood, the William Creek Irrigation
Company, a corporation. The Wil;
low Creek Irrigation Company, a
corporation, The Camfield Devel-
opment Company, a corporation
and The Naramore-Underwoo- d Con.
struetion company, a corporation,
are defendants, said cause being num-
bered 7479 on the docket of said
court, said action being, among other
things, upon three certain promissory
notes, made executed and delivered
by the said defendant, Oscar B.
to the plaintiff, The Marion
Steam Shovel Company, and for the
foreclosure of a certain chattel mort-
gage, made, executed and delivered
to the said, the Marion Steam Shovel
Company, a corporation, by Oscar B.
Underwood, one of the defendants, to
secure the payment of said three
promissory notes, the said plaintiff
on the 4th day of April, A. D. 1913,
obtained judgment against the said
Oscar B. Underwood for the sum of
five thousand, four hundred eight and
0 ($5408.66) dollars, with interest
thereon at the rate of six per cent
per annum from the said 4th day of
April, A. D. 1913, and for the costs of
said action to be taxed by the clerk
of the court. Aud said plaintiff also
obtained further a decree of foreclos-
ure and order of sale of the goods,
wares, chattels and machinery de-
scribed and Included in said chattel
mortgage and as hereinafter de-
scribed.
And, whereas, the amount of said
judgment against the said Oscar B.
Underwood with interest thereoa
from the 4th day of April, A. D. 1913,
up to and until the day of the sale
hereinafter stated is the sum of five
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and tnirj Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
Mra. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma-
tron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary,
Telephone Main 329.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World halL
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Visiting members are especially
welcome and cordially invited.
WANTED Experienced cook and
second girl. Wages no object to
right parties. Apply 925 Sixth St
ATTOKNEY8For Rent
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Mees every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hail, on Douglat, avenue,at
8 o'clock. Visiting members & e
cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
When you go shopping you
are always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.
The merchant who wants your
confidence is the merchant who
strives to keep it. He is build-
ing his business by fair dealing,
FOR RENT Two housekeeping
rooms. 414 Seventh street.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hua
Attorneys-at-La-
Las Vegas. New jiexi'
Lt'OR KENT Suite of nicely furnished
DENTISTShousekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
'bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Eighth, street. DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-
ers are cordially invited. Giv. Wm.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con-
don. Secretary.
FOR
Crockett Building.
Office Telephone Mais 1j -
House Telephone MaiB Is
Six room nouse partly
$10. Apply H., Optic.
F. B. HUXMANNDR.FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
511 Ninth street.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting mem-
bers are cordially Invited1. Richard
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angei, P. S.
Dentist
Dental work of any description
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Mock. Tel. Main
East. Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR RENT Three sunny rooms suit-
able for light housekeeping. 623
Twelfth street.
DORADOELtriors' riiaiesthousand four hundred and forty-nin- e
and 0 dollars, and the costs of
said district court, as taxed by the
Professional Health Culture for Ladltt
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
FOR SALE A good refrigerator;
C. Baker, Normal or 'Y. M. C. A.clerk thereof are the sum of twenty-fiv- e
($25.00) dollars, making the ag
LODGE NO. I
KNIGHTS OF PV
THIAS Meets e
ery Monday even
!ng in Castle Hall
Visiting KnigUti
tre cordially invlt
ed. Chas. Liebacn
ner, Chancellor
Commander. Harry
by giving you quality goods, and
fulfilling every promise of his
advertisements. He cannot af-
ford to disappoint you.
Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
gregate sum for which plaintiff has
FOR SALE Jersey cow, Mrs. Harry
Vogt, 1021 Third street.judgment in said cause the sum of
i Y
Cure for Stomach Disorders.
Disorders of the stomach may be
avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
have been effected by these tablets
Sold by all defers.
five thousand four hundred and sev
enty-fou- r and 0 dollars, togethe,
with the costs of this advertisement
and sale, and
FOR SALE Two mures, spring wagon
and harness, E. N. Kearney, 1203
Sixth street. of Records anCry Martin, Keeper
Seal.
BABY chicks 10 cents. Thorough-
bred Single Comb Rhode Island
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo.
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.
Whereas, in said judgment and
eree I am commanded to sell the fol
lowing described goods, wares, chat-
tels and machinery situate in the
county of San Miguel, state of New
Mexico and more particularly de-
scribed as follows, t: One Mar-
ion Steam Shovel, Model 91, mamifac.
tured by The Marion Steam Shovel
Company at Marion, Ohio, together
FOR SALE CHEAP New surrey and
harness. Phone Purple 5312.than satisfied, for they merit
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery 20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lb-3- , each delivery 25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery 50c per 100 lbs
FOR SALE One second hand car,
good condition, fully equipped. Las
Vegas Garage, M. Biehl, Prop.your confidence in every detail
of their business. Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stev-
ens, Humboldt, Kan. 1200 Lincoln Avei Phono Main 227
with the small tools belonging to and
used therewith, being now located
near the Sanguijuela dam and reser-
voir site about four or five miles
northeast of Las Vegas, in the county
of San Miguel, state of New Mexico.
Now, therefore, notice is hereby
given that on Monday the 19th day of
May, A. D. 1913, at 10 o clock in the
forenoon of said day, at the east front
door of the court house, in the town
LOCAL TIME CAR!)
To get to know all these good
Arrive
of Las Vegas, in the county of San
stores and their splendid offer 4. .
S.
in. .
RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery .30c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dalivery 50c per 100 lbs.
AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
EAST BOUND
Bepar
9:10 p. m : 15 p
11:05 p. m.. . . .11:06 p
2:05 a. m 2:10 a i
1:45 p. m 2:10 p
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m 1:45 p ,
6:10 a. m 6:15 a.
4:20 p. m 4:30 p. r
fi:35 p. m 7:00 p
ings read the advertisements
No.
No
No.
No
No.
No
No.
No.
Miguel, state of New Mexico, I will,
in obedience to the said order of sale
and decree, sell to the highest bidder
for cash the above described goods,
wares, chattels and machinery in or-
der to satisfy said plaintiff's judg-
ment, interest and costs.
LEO M. TIPTON,
Special Master.
W. J. Lucas, East Las Vegas, N. M.,
every night in 3.7.
Attorney for Plaintiff.
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
AND
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, TJ- S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby givtu that Vin
cento Ciddio of Ku3t Liu Vf.eas, who.
on December 16. 190?, wade home
PETER P. MACKEL
AND 8IGN PAINTING
4rclwood Finlf.hlnjs, Paper Hanjris.
Glazing
Enimntei Cheifully Glvn.
est Bid Plain M T-- ,
stead entry, No. 1)5201, for VV y2 NW
(f. TT1) rr GIIiCIIESTEO S PILLS
Claaslflea add. aearch out the people to wnom among al.'
(hose who MIGHT BtfY the particular thing la worth moat
That property you want to aell la WORTH MOST xo aomeoaa
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear
your property unless it were advertised Here.
Others, who read and ana rer ads. In this newspaper want taaa
are anxious to pay cash for) book3, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of sselulneRs of any sort, and musical In-
struments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible tuy:s, of all -
slble aorta of things, they have come to be finders of the best
section 31, VV y2 sW Vi section 30,
township 14 N, raise 17 E, N. M. P.
M., has filed no'.ice of intention o
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be-
fore Leo M. Tipton, V. S. commis-
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
June 7, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses: Vlc-torln- o
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenclana Tru-jlll-
Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
j ho ifhi akk your itruelNt for t)).jie8-fcr!- IMamonJ ItriimfjnAriilsla Kv4 Snd
.U metaiiichoses, sealer! with I3hi Kil,Jxa. VTake no oftipr. 1t.iv .r V
tj 11AA10!NTI KKAMft 1'Ii.LN, for 8
yeai s k nown Rj Hest, "fest. Always Rd iabm
SOID BY DRUfiGISTS EVRYWHR
Artificial Fienmr.
Artificial flowers are used In every
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
possible ay on all occasions. No one
Cower leads in poprVrUy, ' :V.i'Hf'ii'l'illlHHilliilJtUibUiUiaiUiUlUiHiHiUiaiUllUK
$:
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THE REASON.Caught Fancy of Pari-s-
The One-Pisc- o Walking Suit 1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT TOOH COOHITiiHE OF BATTLE
Lucy had waited, that, though honor
forbade her to be faithless to Hutton,
she had at least found marriage im-
possible then.
Now his duty was clear; at all cost
he must save this man's life, both
for his country's sake and for the sake
of honor. Lucy would not have had
It otherwise.
"I'll tell her," he said. "But you'll
pull through, Sergeant. It's a bad
wound in each place, but the ball has
only shattered the bone. Now He
still behind this rock and wait till
i ?? ?
x7 Bh - -
OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demon-
strator show you
Los Vegas Automobile I Machine Co
Phjne Main 344.
' " ';
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Monday Evening May 12th
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The Event of
"ANight in
By Dr. J.
llore than 100 Illustrations.
Maoris, Bush Rangers, the Great
the Scenery, Geysers and White
Ferns of Tasmania.)
Anclroli'in Crtnilc n A R tri(M.....U -- .vv..-
Wbalen, & Fowler Prtps
NC AN
Many Years
Australia"
H. Landau j
(Cannibals, Aborigine Kanakas,
Cities and Industries of Australia,
Terraces of New Zealand, the Goant
tif,nc Kv iho ivpll Lnnuin urtltK.' IJ
i
:
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RELIABLE
Soldier for Country's Sake Tries
to Save His Rival's
Life.
By HAROLD CARTER.
All through the hot forenoon Lieu-
tenant Richards had fought like a
leader of heroes, braving death a
dozen times from the spiteful Fili-
pino bullets that hissed overhead;
yet, though man after man had fallen
in the thinning rrtiks, he was un-
scathed. And the more he sought
death the harder it seemed to die.
With a mere handful of the seventy-nin- e
who had been cut off from the
main forces by the cunningly con-
trived ambsucade, Richards had fal-
len back upon a hill, one of those
smooth, Isolated hills that emerge
here and there in the northern region
of Luzon. There, hard pressed, the
little remnant of Squadron B were
holding their own against the enemy's
marksmen, waiting for the arrival of
the relief column from Santa Cata-lin- a.
It was strange how it seemed
to Richards as he lay on his face In
the blistering sunlight. His mind went
traveling back to other scenes, other
days to that last day in Washington
before he sailed away.
He had sat all the cool afternoon
with Lucy Greaves on the porch of
the Club House. Lucy was an old
neighbor, an old school-fellow- , a
sweetheart of his boyhood, whom he
had met the week previously, after
an absence of years. And at the
moment of that meeting each became
aware that the love of old was no
transient thing, but something that
would endure as long as life, and
perhaps longer, for all they knew.
On that last afternoon, under the
shade of the oaks, whose memory was
so grateful in that hot, sun-drie- d land,
he had asked her to be his wife, to
wait for him.
Then Lucy, whom he had never seen
discomposed, broke down and sobbed
in his arms. And as he listened to her
answer he understood that life would
"At Two Hundred!"
never mean anything to him again.
She was engaged to a fellow soldier,
whom she loved no longer. But the
traditions of her family forbade her
to break with him. Her word was
pledged and she must abide by it
She would love Richards forever, but
she would marry
She did not tell him the name. But
Richards had imagined that it was
some officer he knew.
The memories vanished with ' the
sudden cessation of the hissing above
them. Richards knew what that meant.
The enemy were preparing to charge.
He sprang to his feet with a briskly
uttered command. Under the hill a
brown line was gathering, closing in,
screaming with the fury generated by
hemp and fanaticism. They came up-
ward, and, finding that the defenders
made no reply, swooped In with a zest,
flags flying, keen, razor-edge- d bolos
flashing back the light of the declining
suu..
Next moment it was hand to hand.
For a full minute hours, it seemed
the fighting was fierce thrust and yell,
the swing of the bolo, the thud of the
rifle on stock or skull, the cough of
the lung-pierce- d man as he tumbled
backward. Then the attackers were
sullenly retiring and the besieged drew
a little closer together.
Richards stooped and raised a
wounded man at his side. He knew
him, Sergeant Hutton, one of the
recruits. He was an educated man
and working up to his commission
from the ranks. Now he lay help-
less with a shattered ankle and shoul-
der blade. And Richards had es-
caped scot free.
"Sergeant, I'm going to put you be-
hind this rock," said the lieutenant.
Hutton was fumbling at his throat.
He opened the blood-staine- d tunic and
disclosed a little locket of gold. "Open
It," he whispered. Richards obeyed
and found himself looking into the
face of Lucy Greaves.
"She gave It to me," the sergeant
whispered. "We were to have been
married the day before I sailed. It
was postponed at the laBt moment, till
I came back. If I die you'll carry mylove to her?"
Richards nodded. He could not trust
himself to speak. His heart leaped
up at the thouebt that for his sake
Mrs. Chas. Kohn
Mrs. Chas. O'Malley
Mrs. Roy Prentice
Mrs. J. II. Landau
the relief arrives. ,
A wild yell burst forth from beneath
the hill, from 500 throats.
The Filipinos were charging again.
And this time they charged home.
The defenders, reduced to less than
twenty men, could not stop that reck-
less onslaught. They drew together,
striking out with clubbed rifles, sur-
rounded by a ring of savage, taunting
foes. There was no chance to load.
As each rifle butt fell the fanatics
rushed in upon the wielder, slashing
with their long knives, forcing the oth-
ers back, hemming them In, assailing
them from every side. There was no
thought of quarter. Richards found
himself snapping the trigger of his
empty revolver. He drew his sword
and ran alone Into the heart of his
foes, cutting them down, eluding their
blows almost miraculously. When at
last he stepped back, having gained a
little space, but six of his men re-
mained unscathed.
Suddenly, far down the valley, the
clear notes of a bugle rang through the
air. Then, over the stillness of the
afternoon cama the faint sound of
jangling bits. A cloud of dust was ris-
ing above the palms. The Filipinos,
surrounding the last of their enemies,
hesitated to rush forward to certain
death, and, swinging his sword, Rich-
ards momentarily cowed the bravest
of them.
"Now, men," he shouted above the
tumult, "each of you take a wound-
ed man on his shoulder and retire
down the trail. I'll stay here and cov-
er you until you reach the road." And,
stepping behind the rock, he seized
the rifle of the wounded sergeant, and,
crouching over him, began pumping
bullets into the ranks of the enemy.
Richards was now facing the sav-
ages alone. Poised between two gi-
gantic boulders, he could be reached
by but one man at a time.
Crack! went the rifle, and at each
shot a man dropped. Now his men
were hastening toward safety. Rich-
ards emptied his rifle into the retreati-
ng masses and then, catching up the
wounded sergeant, crept down the MIL
ft was a whole minute before the na
tives discovered that he was gone.
They dared not follow him beyond
the crest, for they feared the ven-
geance of those yellow-cla- d cavalry-
men now spurring toward the slope.
But they lined the hill and began fir
ing with their old antelope guns, so
that the bullets hissed and sputtered
round the lieutenant as he ran
through the Jungle. Zip! A mass of
fused telegraph wire cleft a tree at
his side; now a spurt of dust rose at
ais side and another between his feet.
"We'll pull through, Sergeant!" he
shouted cheerily to the man. on his
back, and stumbled onward. A yell
from the ridge answered him and a
renewed volleying. Twigs, cut from
:he trees by the hail of missiles, whirl-
ed past him as though driven by cy-
clonic force, bark flew from the palms,
ind the grass was alive as though with
myriad insects. It seemed incredible
'.hat anyone could emerge alive out
Df that storm Then a red-ho- t
wire seemed to be pressing against the
ieutenant's arm, and, looking down,
Richards saw that the pale yellow of
lis coat was turning a bright claret
color. At last the spell which had
ie!d him scatliless so long seemed to
be broken.
Zip! That one nipped him across
the cheek. Another missile carried
away his hat and the cool breeze of
the afternoon revived his strength mo-
mentarily. "A near thing that, ser-
vant!" he shouted. But the mau
on his back made no reply, and, as
ae raced forward, Richards felt his
strength waning again. Gradually a
ielirlum took possession of him. He
looked back. He seemed to have been
running for hours, and he was less
than 200 yards from the crest of the
iill. In front of him the relieving
lorsemen were lost to sight In the
iungle. In fact, he was at the bottom
Df the bowl, and the huge ascending
sides appeared snscalable. The sky,
the earth, the trees spun round him.
He seemed to be in Washington again,
seated at Lucy's side, under the oaks.
Dnly the thought of her sustained him
.'or a few yards more. Then, quite sud-lenl- y
his legs crumpled beneath him
and he reeled and fell forward.
Out of the profundity he rose
ihrough a region peopled by spectres
:o consciousness of his surroundings.
3e was lying in a bed a real bed with
i spotless coverlet on spotless sheets,
ind a man in a white linen suit was
sending over him.
"Well!" he said, "you're doing
now. We'll have you round
n short order. Captain."
"Captain? I"
"Ah, you haven't seen the Gazette.
That was a special order of the presi:
lent's. And they're talking about the
;ongressional medal for you. Now lie
still and don't excite yourself, and
lon't think about anything except that
he troops pulled you out of a mighty
.icklish situation just as the natives
were closing in on your body, son."
"But Sergeant Hutton?"
"Ah, poor fellow! I guess you'll
lave to know, captain. You had been
:arrying a corpse from the first. lie
vas hit by a bullet Just before you
)lcked him up, and must have died
nstantly."
(Copyright, 19J. by V. O. Chapman.)
A small electric machine, generat-
ing the violet ray, will purify uttf
r milk instantaneously.
The Temperance Advocate My
poor man, don't you know that most
alcoholic beverages are adulterated?
The Drinking Man Sure, and that's
f moirp ) rpv business to take
larger drinks 'so that I get all of the
genuine article that's coming to
me.
OFTEN SO
Chemistry Professoi" What are
some of the uses of hot air?
Student In oratory it Is said to be
especially useful in warming the au-
dience up to the subject.
SHOWING HIM UP
0 w
"Tha is Duke de Bluffer. He say
everything he gets is O. K."
"I thought it was O. T."
"O. T?"
"Yes; 'on tick.' "
HARDLY
ft
"It must take courage to go up In
an airship."
"It does, but not near so much as
to come down In one."
HIS WIFE
j
"What do you do for a living, Sam-
bo?"
"I'se de manager ob a laundry."
"What's the name of the laundry V
"Ellia Ann."
Tickets and Reservations at Murphey's
Drug Store. Tickets 50c and 75c
THE OLD
WAGON
s
One-piec- e walking suit of copper
collar.
IHOW TO WHITEN THE THROAT
Lemon Juice or a Ripe Tomato Will
Remove Any Discoloration
Alcohol to Harden.
Shapeliness is not all that ia neces-
sary to the making of a throat beauti-
ful. The texture of the skin must be
fine and soft, white and unblemished.
Cleanliness is the first essential. A
good thorough scrubbing with a not too
Boft brush, hot water and soap, once or
twice a week, will do no harm, the rest
of the time using the ordinary cloth.
Apply lemon juice or a ripe tomato to
any discolorations that may appear,
and unless the pores are enlarged,
nse cold cream freely.
Alcohol will harden the flesh. Aa
tor the various bleaches, there are
Borne that are harmless, except Insofar
as they Invariably are drying, which
ultimately leaves the skin harsh and
brash. Here Is one that can easily
at home, but, like the others, It
Is drying, so be sure to counteract this
effect by applying cold cream after
using it. Mix half an ounce of perox-
ide of hydrogen, six ounces of witch-haz-
and half an ounce of lacflc acid.
Apply this with a soft cloth.
DAINTY SUMMER DRESS.
,flliii
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A summer dress of white lace em-broidered in, yellow with underskirt
of white charmeuse. Bolt of yellow
.taffeta-
-colored charmeuse with narrow lace
MUST BE HAND EMBROIDERED
The Proper Thing for Both White and
Colored Linen Parasols Wide
Variety of Designs.
White and colored Tinen parasols
show hand embroidery. They ar
mounted with ivory or bone handles
and tips or with light natural or pol-
ished wood handles and brass-pointe-
tips. Some of them are finished about
the edge with fringe, some with a plain
hem and some with an embroidered
scallop. A wide variety of designs is
shown in' embroidered parasols. Satin
stitch, eyelet work and outlining are
used In combination to produce both
ornate and simple effects. Almost all
parasols are made with eight panels,
and half a dozen skeins of cotton ar
needed for embroidering each pane!
with a design of moderate size; fivs
or six dozen skeins, therefore, would
be sufficient for any parasol. The big
department stores make up the em-
broidered panels into parasols and sell
sticks and frames.
FLOWERS THAT MATCH FROCK
One of the Prettiest Fancies of Many
Seasons Is the Adornment
Thus Effected.
What a real plensure women missed
when they were too prim to tuck a
!unch of flowers into their frocks, oi
.oo fearful les-'- the stalks should stain
..heir pretty raiment.
Nowadays ' flowers are the finisl'ing
touch of every toilette, and some wom-
en give orders to their florists or rteir
gardeners for a bouquet twice or thrice
a day to match the gowns they Intend
to wear.
In the evening it is usual to wear a
single and very exquisite blossom, 'lie
work of human hands. A giant rose, a
mammoth poppy, an orchid all are
popular. Strange fantasies in mater-
ial are employed; here a lace flower
tipped with fur, and there one made of
hand painted mousscline, a njarvelous
copy of nature's o wn handiwork.
Wardrobe Box.
A space saver is the wardrobe box
which fits under the bed. This box
Is suspended from two metal arms, or
bars, which are affixed to the bed.
This makes it possible to draw the
box in autj out without trouble. The
bcx does not touch the floor, so
there is no possibility of dust accumu-
lating under it, and the bed, with the
bcx in position, may be moved at will.
The boxes, which are provided with
hinged covers, come in different sines
and are designed for different pur-
poses.
Crepe Waists.
A college girl who wore cotton crepe
waists to save her laundry bills, had
difficulty in rendering them wearable
at first, as they were too limp It not
starched at all and, if starched, wring-
ing them made the starch uneven,
saya the Modern Priscllla. She ex-
perimented until she found that by
washing them In thin starch and hang-
ing them up to drain on a coat hang-
er, without wringing, tiny were ex-ict-ly
right.
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Last year at aa auction sale in New York, a man paid $50,000 for a
book. Think of that! Fifty Thousand Dollars! And for a book! The
man who bought it was eminently sane. He is a successful business
man. He bought this book (a Guttenberg Bible) twenty minutes after
the auctioneer put it up.
Question: If it takes only twenty minutes to pay $00,000 for an
old book, how long should it take to sell an article of established merit
and every day demand?
SUGGESTIONS FOR MM
IN FRUIT BEING YOUR
MAJESTIC RANGE
Pineapples
Grapefruit
Lemons
Strawberries
Oranges
Bananas
Fancy Eating Apples
IN VEGETABLES
This is a. Recvl Boy's Shop
For All that is Best for Boys
to Wear
We sell the Xtragood suit made by
Enderheimer Stein & Co., which gives
N better service and longer wear than any
suit you can buy for your boy.
We hope you fully appreciate what it
means to be sure of quality when you buy
a suit for your boy.
The Xtragood Label Mak.s
Satisfaction Sure
Fresh Tomatoes
Fancy White Asparagus
Hot House Celery
New Texas Cabbage ;
New Texas Potatoes
Green Onions
' Parsley
STEARNS
saxz
We are also exclusive agents for the
Waists for boys, ages 5 to 16 in plain and fancy colors at
50 Cents Ea.ch
0"
CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MAl'K FROM
PASTKUHIZ ED CPvt AM
ASK YOUR GROCER
IT SATISFIES
GRE-'E-
t i yiDecide
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
vs.
TIRE IS NO LIE ON
' TilEiE IS lib Have Cool Freab Bc-- i
BOYS TO US
BERGER
To-da- y
ali'.'iit-J.J- '
9
WAIT COLUMNS I)
l,LvJ'
a Better Town
"HITS QUALITY F1ITS"
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT LYE-FEELE-
picious Food And "Wateri This Summer Witb Ad I
JUS-
1 J. C. JOHNS EN & SON 1
5 EXCLVSIVE LOCAL AGENTS 5
Head Lettuce
Spinach
Pie Plant
t Bermuda Onions(
Cauliflower
5. Radishes
. Soup Bunches
STORE
THE LABEL
NO LYE IN THE CAN
of EverytliSog Eatable
i me mil mwt m
mm mm
l"
Sj The Great Ice Se. vers
y We have sold over 25 of these
t Refrigerators and have yet to find a N
ts Qispieasea customer, we snow tnem
1 in 3 sizes to hold 50, 75 and 100
a pounds of Ice.
We also show best makes of Wood
Refrigerators from $fi.!)5 up.
THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite the Y. M. C. A,
TOMORROW
at the Y. M. C. A.
Ladies' Class 9 o'clock a. m.
Intermediate class 4:15 o'clock.
The register at Ki Porvenir hotel
yesterday bore the following names:
Miss Katie Shupp, Miss M. M. Iteed,
A. J. Marshall, J. N. Kinney, Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Northrup, Mrs. Mabel
Hall, Mrs. Roy Prentice, Mrs. John
Koogler, Mrs. Charles O'Maliey, Hen-
ry Northrup, Harold Northrup, Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Turner, who will
remain there for the coming week;
Louis Newman, Ben Armijo, George
McDonald, Mr. and Mrs. Ed ie
and H. M. Barnhard.
PEACE OFFICERS
GET A BAD FALL
SHERIFF. GALLEGOS AND DEPUTY
LOPEZ FALL INTO A DITCH
WITH THEIR BUGGY
While coming in from the forest fire
last night Sheriff Roman Gallegos
and Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez were
painfully hurt, when their horse walk-
ed into a big ditch and turned the
buggy over. Gallegos received a num-
ber of minor injuries and one of his
legs was badly sprained. Lopez land
ed on his head and was slightly in
jured. The men had a lucky escape
as the bluff where the buggy turned
over is several feet deep. The horse
was not hurt, but the buggy was
broken.
ABE
New Mexico
Peach Jem
Put up in Eco-
nomy Jars un-
der the most
Sanitary con-
ditions, co-
ntaining onlyfresh peaches
and cane su-
gar.
ear
per Jar
BOUCHER'S
Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on 'Hunts" if you weLiit the highest
quality in canned fruits
At J. H. STEAR-N- S
and Every Day Demand
Impropemonls Just Received
ILFEI.D, Agent
MAIN 379
Try a dram ot Old Taylor Bour-
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Going out of millinery business by
July 1. All my stock at cost to close
it down. Mrs. L. P. Wright.
MANY PEOPLE WILL 00
TO AUSTRALIA TONIGHT
THEY WILL MAKE THE TRIP IN
FANCY, ACCOMPANYING DR.
J, H. LANDAU
Many Las Vegas people are plan-
ning to take a trip to Australia to-
night in a tour personally conducted
by Dr. J. H. Landau. The trip will
begin at 8:15 o'clock. The starting
point will be the Duncan opera house
and will end there. In fact, the trav-
elers will never leave that building,
except in fancy. Dr. Landau will take
them with him. .on a train of descrip-
tive oratory through the entire land
of Australia. The address is expect- -
ed to be most interesting. A fine
program of music and elocution will
be a feature of the lecture, as well
as numerous lantern slides with which
it will be- illustrated. A large num-
ber of tickets have been sold, and it
is expected a big crowd will be pres
ent.
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's
church will meet with Mrs.
Laughlin at the Rectory Tuesday af-
ternoon at 2:30 .
The Greater Las Vegas band will
hold1 a rehearsal tomorrow night at
the city hall. All members are re-
quested to be present.
The board of trustees of the Las
Vegas land grant today held its reg-
ular meeting for May. Business of a
routine nature was transacted.
The people of Guadalupe county are
circulating a petition praying for the
establishing of a county high, school
at Santa Rosa. The petition already
bears a large number of signatures.
It will be presented to the board of
county commissioners at the June ses-
sion.
First Lieutenant J. D. Powers and
two privates from Company H spent
yesterday on the rifle range northwest
of Las Vegas, repairing the targets.
The range is now in condition for
use, and members of the local militia
company wbo wish to t)ecome good
marksmen will begin practicing there
regularly next Sunday.
, Frank Angel and Sabino Lujan, the
two --West side baseball enthusiasts,
have practically completed arrange-
ments to bring the Maxwell baseball
team here for a game next Sunday.
The Maxwell team is. one of the fast-
est baseball aggregations in New
Mexico. Mr. Angel saw It in a game
at Dawson Saturday. Several East
side boys will play with the Las Ve-
gas team that will meet Maxwell. The
baseball enthusiasts wish it under
stood that they are working in the
interests of the fans of both sides of
the river.
Proceedings in ihe city court today
were rather slack, which is regard-
ed by Judge Murray as far better
than having a large number of vag-
rants and drunks on hand. Santa Fe
Officer F. II. Hill arrested1 a boy
yesterday afternoon for vagrancy.
This morning the boy was brought
before Judge Murray. He made the
statement that he was Inclined to re-
turn to hla home, which Is in Cincin-
nati. The boy was on his first "bum-
ming" trip, and when he reached this
city wag rather discouraged. The of-
ficers released hlifl and he went on
his way rejoicing. Saturday afternoon
Eustaclo Romero wasarrested by
Chief of Police Ben Coles on the
charge of dumping trash and other
material inside the city limits. He
was fined $5 for his. misdemeanor.
I Harrison of Denver arrived
here this afternoon. Mr. Harrison Is
employed ly & Western Union Tele-
graph company and will be here for
several days installing new
Are of Established Merit
A 1913 Shipment With Latest
LUDWIG Wn.
PHONE
LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile 'lamps at 7:40
o'clock this evening.
Have your lawn mower sharpened
by our new process. F. J. Gehring.
Spanish dance given by the Young
Men's club at O. R. C. hail Tuesday,
May 13.
My - horse, harness aud buggy for
sale at a bargain. Mrs. L. P. Wright
509 Sixth street.
Finch's Golden Wedding Ttye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil-
lery to you. At the ixmby, of course.
Have your lawn mower sharpened
by our new process. F. J. Gehring.
Art leather, drawn work and Indian
I'Ottery at cost to close down stock.
iMrs. L. P. Wright.
Four fox terriers for sale at $3
each. Inquire at 1027 Sixth street, af-
ter 6 p. m. or before 8 a. m. Mrs. L.
P. Wright.
The Indies' Aid society of the First
.Methodist church will meet tomorrow
afternoon at the heme of Mrs. A. J.
Wertz, 02G Eighth street.
The Ladies' league of the First
Presbyterian church will meet tomor-
row afternoon at 2: SO o'clock at the
home of Mrs. ,T. R. Baker, 91S Douglas
avenue.
Henry Grant has been appointed
postmaster at Abiguiu, N. M., and
George F. Cravens has been appointed
to serve in the same capacity at An-ch-
N. M
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Smith, who recently left for El Paso,
have received word from the Smiths
that they are comfortably located and
are much, pleased with their new
home.
The board of directors of the Y. M.
C. A. will meet on Wednesday even-
ing at the association building. All
members are requested to be present,
as business of importance will be dis
cussed.
We have arranged to keep our im
ported Percheron stallon Argentenil
34475 at the farm of S. F. Hemler on
the Mora road 2 miles from Las
Vegas. This stallion weighs nearly a
ton when In show condition, sound
and' a high, class Individual. We are
anxious to become acquainted with
the horse breeders and Invite them to
Inspect Argentenil at Mr. Hemlere
farm as well as our breeding farm at
Onava, where we have several other
registered Percheron sta'ilions for
service. Terms very reasonable,
The Rohrer Land and Development
Co.
Have your lawn mower snarpened
by our new process. F. J. Gehring.
Mr. Business Man. Here is an in-
strument you cannot be without. Self-inkin- g
band daters, $1.00.' Phone your
orders. The Optic.
RUBBING CLOTHES
fn a tub is out of date and out of
reason. It not only wears out the
clothing, but Is
BACK BREAKING WORK.
Why riot beak away from the old
methods, and keep up with the times
by sending your washing to
LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY.
n
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$150 will buy 2 good building lots on Tilden avenue.
$600 will buy 3 good building lot on Fifth street.
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on a good corner.
$1300 will buy nice 5 room frame house on 2 lots well improved
on Eighth street.
$1600 will buy modern frame house 5 rooms, 2 lots on Jackson
street.
$3250 will buy modern 6 room house, all improvements, includ-
ing furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house, everything
3 lots, best location on hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
' WE CAN SUIT YOU
WE INVESTMENT & ACENGY CORPORATION
603 Lincoln Av. GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.
Jefierson Raynolda, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President. Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
S. S. Davis. Vice Preident H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
a
fRY AN AD. IN THK
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS,; M.
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
if
j u
Better Milk ForI la Heme of ie Eesl
Our milk always stand the acid test for drugs and the Bab-coc- k
test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Finest Fresh Strained Honey
35c Per Pint
Fresh Comb Honey
20c, 2 for 35c
Ring out the old mistaken methods.
Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.
The Corbett
South Pacific Street -
Milking Time
Sanitary Dairy
Las Vejjas, New Mex
4 A. M. and 2 P. II.i S 1 i.
